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Tidwell

cover investigation conducted by
narcotics detectives from the
Department,
Murray
Police
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
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emphasizing
safety issues
during week

and the Tri-County Drug Task
Force.
Michael W. Dowdy, 28, and
Alexander E. Jarvis, 24, both of

Ingram

Murray, were arrested over the
weekend, bringing the total of local
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IF I HAD A HAMMER ... Murray State University track and field athlete Garrett Middleton makes
one last rotation before releasing his hammer around 150 feet on a practice toss Monday
afternoon behind Roy Stewart Stadium. Middleton, a senior from Nashville, Ill., also was using
a sunny but very cool day to get in some practice tosses with the discus as well.
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Administration signals willingness to revise resolution
By The Associated Press
(AP)
—
WASHINGTON
Adopting a two-pronged strategy to
avert a U.N. defeat, the Bush
administration once again portrayed
Iraq as in violation of international
demands it disarm, but signaled a
willingness to revise its troubled
resolution endorsing the use of
force.
As new evidence to condemn
Saddam Hussein as a deceptive
cheat, Secretary of State Colin
Powell and his spokesman cited the
development of drone airplanes and
cluster bombs, both capable of
spreading chemicals.
Powell said the world should be
concerned.
.
But chief U.N. weapons inspector Hans Blix said existence if the
pilotless aircraft was not a "smoking gun" and there is no proof yet
that the drones are linked to illegal

Murray, KY

Kentucky

weapons programs.

"We are investigating what the
drones are," he said.
Hoping to win the support of
U.N. Security Council fence-sitters.
U.S. and British diplomats consulted with them on extending the
March 17 deadline proposed last
Friday for Iraq to disclose and eliminate all its hidden weapons of mass
destruction.
In the process, a vote planned for
Tuesday was postponed at least
until later in the week. White House
spokesman Ari Fleischer described
consultations.on the March 17 deadline as "fluid."
President Bush and Powell
pressed their diplomacy to secure at
least the minimally required nine
votes for adoption of the resolution.
The foreign minister of Guinea,
Francois Fall, said after a luncheon
meeting with Powell that Guinea
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and other council members were "in
intensive consultations in order to
find a compromise."
State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher confirmed that
revising the tough resolution in a
bid to gain support was being considered.
"We are obviously listening to
other governments as we talk to
them, and we'll see where we come
out on this. At this point I don't
want to predict anything either
way," Boucher said.
Still, opposition by France and
Russia loomed as huge hurdles for
the resolution devised jointly by the
United States, Britain and Spain.
In Paris, French President
Jacques Chirac said France was prepared to veto the resolution, if necessary, and joined Russia in saying
the two nations would vote against a
March 17 deadline.

AP Photo
WORKING THE PHONES ...
President Bush speaks with
Spanish Prime Minister Jose
Maria Aznar by phone Monday
to gain support for a U.N. resolution setting up war against
Iraq.

Battle of the Budget

Patton: Budget
delays 'tough
decisions'for Ky.
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Paul Patton says the budget passed
by the General Assembly leaves
problems for the next governor to
solve.
The $14 billion spending plan
will have a "structural imbalance"
because it uses "one-time money"
recurring
for
expenses, Patton
said in a statement
late
Monday. Neither
can its funding
levels be sustained without
"significant new
revenues" in the
next budget, he
Patton
said.
"I have previously expressed and continue to feel
that these structural budget deficits
should be addressed on my watch.
However, the General Assembly has
apparently chosen to exercise its
prerogative to defer these tough
decisions to the
next administration and the next
session of the
General
Assembly,"
Patton's statement said.
Some of the
budget's architects disagreed
Senate President
Williams
David Williams
said the legislature always ends up
working with one-time money.
"This is not a perfect budget,"
and for some legislators "it's a very
painful vote," Williams said in a
Senate floor speech. But, he added,
"I won't break down on this budget
and cry like some did" — a dig at
Patton, who teared up in his budget
address last month at the mention of
releasing prisoners to s7ve jail
money.
Patton can veto individual lines
of the budget. He also has said he
might refuse to sign it, which still
would allow it to become law after
I0 days.
The General Assembly, which
failed to enact a budget last year.
when it was due, passed a budget
bill Monday night. Floor votes were
36-1 in the Senate and 87-7 in the
House.
The budget made fewer cuts than
expected in human services and provided a way through bonding to
finance hundreds of projects, from
water lines to new school buildings
to golf courses. The list included
debt service for $15 million in
bonds to complete the renovation of
Lexington Center, which includes
Rupp Arena. That rankled a handful
of critics who said more money
should have been spent on human
services.
Rep. Jim Wayne, D-Louisville,
said the budget was a "minefield of
holes," though the legislature
"found a way to fill a hole in the
Lexington skyline" with money for
"the temple to one of our true gods
— basketball."
The budget preserved lottery-
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MCCH is

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
For the second year, MurrayCalloway County Hospital is placing emphasis on safety for patients
and residents.
"With all the new information on
medical errors, hospitals across the
nation are trying to raise awareness," said Mary Sue Hubbard, registered nurse and chairperson of the
Patient/Resident Safety Committee.
To commemorate this week of
patient and resident safety, organizers developed events centered
toward medication errors, fire extinguisher training, and medication
disposal.
Events started Monday with a
session on preventing medicatiOn
errors.
Hubbard explained that many
people are dependent on several
types of medications, and it is easy
to forget the names, dosage and
effects of each one.'Its kind oflike
the right hand doesn't know what
the left hand is doing," she said.
The seminar emphasized the
importance of keeping up with medication so doctors don't accidentally
prescribe something they shouldn't.
This morning, Ruth Pickens,
pharmacist for the Medical Arts
Pharmacy, appeared on the
Breakfast Show on WNBS discussing the importance of disposing
old medications. Also, medication
disposal will be available all week
at the Medical Arts Pharmacy where
people can clean out their cabinet
and safely dispose of potentially
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Final arrests made in 8-month investigation
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Final arrests have been made in
relation to an eight-month under-
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SENATE
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The 36-1 vote Monday by which
the Kentucky Senate passed
House Bill 269, the executive
branch budget. Voting yes were 14
Democrats and 22 Republicans.
Voting no were one Democrat and
no Republicans. Not voting were
Democrat
and
no
one
Republicans.
DEMOCRATS FOR
Boswell,
Herron,
Blevins,
Jackson, Jones, Mongiardo,
Neal, Palmer, Pendleton, Rhoads,
Saunders, Shaughnessy, J.R.
Turner, Worley.
DEMOCRATS AGAINST
Scorsone.
DEMOCRATS NOT VOTING
Karem,
REPUBLICANS FOR
Buford,
Casebier,
Borders,
Denton, Guthrie, Harris, Kelly, A.
Kerr, Leeper, McGaha, Moore,
Robinson, Roeding. Sanders,
Seum, Stine, Stivers, Tapp,
Thayer, Ton, Westwood, Williams.
REPUBLICANS AGAINST
None.
REPUBLICANS NOT VOTING
None,
HOUSE

The -87-7 vote Monday by which
the Kentucky House passed
House Bill 269, the executive
branch budget. Voting yes were 56
Democrats and 31 Republicans.
Voting no were five Democrats
and two Republicans. Not voting
were four Democrats and two
Republicans.
DEMOCRATS FOR
J. Adams, Adkins, A. Arnold, J.
Arnold, Ballard, Barrows. Belcher,
Bruce, Buckingham, Burch, De.
Butler, Callahan, Cherry, L. Clark,
P. Clark, Coleman, Collins,
Crenshaw, Damron, Denham,
Edmonds, Geveden, Gooch,
Hoffman,
Gray,
Graham,
Horlander, Jenkins, T. Kerr. J. Lee,
Lindsay, McKee, Meeks, C. Miller.
Moberly, Nelson, Nesler, Palumbo,
Pasley, Pullin, Rasche, Riggs,
Riner, Simpson, Sims, A. Smith,
Stacy, Stumbo, Thomas, J.
Thompson, T. Thompson, Weaver,
Webb, Westrom, Wilkey, Yonts.
DEMOCRATS AGAINST
Bather, Marzian, Rand. Stein,
Wayne.
DEMOCRATS NOT VOTING
R. Adams, Hall, Haydon,
Richards.
REPUBLICANS FOR
Bratcher, Brinkman, Dw. Butler.
Corner, Cornett, Couch, Crall,
Crimm, DeWeese. Draud, Embry,
Farmer, Fischer, Ford, Harmon,
Harper, Higdon, Hoover, S. Lee,
Marcotte, Mobley, Montell, Napier,
Rader, Reinhardt, B. Smith,
Stewart, T. Turner, Upchurch,
Vincent, Walton.
REPUBLICANS AGAINST
Feeley, Nunn.

REPUBLICANS NOT VOTING
Baugh, Siler.
AP

funded college scholarships and
provided money for comparatively
modest pay raises to state employees, teachers and classified school
employees..
Patronage jobs and government
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Budget Highlights

Calloway school
board changes time,
location of meeting

College Scholarships
Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarships, awarded to public high
school graduates on basis of grade point average and ACT score, remain
fully funded through the Kentucky Lottery. In addition to lottery profits, the
scholarships also are to get money next year from unclaimed lottery pnzes
rously the revenue source for a trust that funds low-income hous.
— pre

Thursday's meeting of the
Calloway County Board of
Education has changed times and
'
locations.
The meeting, originally set for 6
p.m. at North Elementary, will now
be at 8 p.m. at the board's office on
College Farm Road.
Calloway County's girls basketball team is participating in the
Basketball
First Region
Murray State
Tournament at
University. Their opening game is
Thursday at 6 p.m.

ing.
Prepaid Tuition
KAPT — Kentucky's Affordable Prepaid Tuition program — is transferred
from state treasurer's office to Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority No new enrollments allowed, but people already paying into the
program can stay General Assembly's interim Appropriations and Revenue
Committee to study its financial soundness

Elementary and Secondary Education
The budget provides $14.7 million as an isolated payment that local school
districts could use to shore up their budget reserves It also would add $82
million to schools' funding base

Postsecondary Education
-Bucks for Brains" endowment to help universities attract top-flight
researchers could, for the first time, be spent on building projects. The
budget document grants the universities "flexibility" in use of the money.

MURRA
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BUDGET WORKINGS ... House Appropriations and Revenue Committee Chair, Rep. Harry
Moberly, D-Richmond, right, talks about changes in the budget while House Majority Floor
Leader, Rep. Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, left, listens during budget conference committee at
the Capitol building Monday in Frankfort, Ky.

▪ Budget ...
From Front
contracts were put on a chopping
block, however. Patton would have
to start dropping dozens of his
appointees from the payroll. The
budget orders 250 nonmerit
employees to be eliminated by
December. It also orders a $100 million rollback in contracts.
Rep. Harry Moberly, the
Democratic chairman of the House
appropriations committee, said such
cuts would resonate with voters.
"We've done what our con-

▪ Safety ...
From Front
dangerous drugs. Narcotics will not
be accepted.
"Some things could be 10 years
old in your cabinet," Hubbard said.
"When you accumulate those bottles, you run the risk of children
getting in them."
There is also fire extinguisher
training at the Ambulance Service
parking lot today and Wednesday,
West View Nursing Home on
Thursday and the HomeCare parking lot on Thursday, too.
-She—said_it_is very_ common for_
people to be unaware of how to use
a fire extinguisher. "I've been a
nurse for 30 years and I've never
used a fire extinguisher before,"
Hubbard said.

Other bond projects, in addition
stituents expected us to do — to
address the areas of waste, political to Rupp Arena, included $5 million
hiring and personal service con- for- a regional industrial —park in
tracts," said Moberly, of Richmond. Graves County.
Most state agencies had their
The budget would use money
from the coal severance tax and funding cut 2.6 percent through fisfrom Kentucky's share of a tobacco cal year 2004. An exception was the
industry legal settlement to finance Cabinet for Families and Children,
bond issues for selected projects. which had no further cuts. Moberly
One House opponent, Rep. Rick said conferees "made human servicRand, D-Bedford, said it was a mis- es a high priority."
Conferees also increased funding
take to tap tobacco funds for water
projects in counties with little stake for Medicaid by $47 million in
2004, acknowledging it was not
in tobacco.
Altogether, the budget would enough to offset a projected $216'
fund bond issues for 267 water and million overrun.
The budget also had some casusewer projects. Coal-severance
money also would help finance alties. Lt. Gov. Steve Henry would
$340 million in bonds to replace lose a chef and other staff for his
about 25 of the state's most decrepit official residence, along with his
school buildings, some in districts Kentucky State Police security
without bonding capacity to do the detail.
Products
Wood
Kentucky
job themselves.
The budget also provided a way Competitiveness Corp., an obscure
for the state to finish six golf cours- agency created to promote the
es that have never opened because wood-products industry, would be
they lack pro shops and other equip- eliminated. The agency made headment. It does not earmark such lines when it paid $145,000 to the
money but authorizes Tourism consulting firm of Democratic fundDevelopment Secretary Ann Latta raiser Frank Shoop. State auditors
to float a bond issue, using her reported they were unable to verify
agency's maintenance money for that the agency got any services for
debt service, provided she can show its money — an assertion disputed
ihatiLWould...make better business by_Shoop's firm._
Also axed was the state's lobbysense.
"It would take $1 million a year ing office in Washington, D.C., for
just to keep the grass cut," said which funding would cease after
House Majority Leader Greg Sept. 1. Another branch of the governor's office, the Coal Marketing
Stumbo.
and Export Council, would get
about $300,000 a year, less than half
its current funding.

State employees and certified school employees would get $1,080 each,
equal to a 2 7 percent raise on a salary of $40,000. Exceptions: Classified
school employees get 2.7 percent and Kentucky State Police employees
who make less than $60,000 get $2,080. (State employees and certified
school employees ordinarily get 5 percent annual raises.)
School employee raises would be mandatory for school districts.
There would be a hiring freeze in state government except for veterans'
nursing homes and the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Human services
There was no further General Fund reduction to the Cabinet for Families
and Children Forty-seven million dollars was added to Medicaid funding in
the next fiscal year, not enough to cover a projected $216 million overrun.
Elections
The runoff primary would be eliminated Money raised in the pnmary by a
winning slate could be retained in the general election. Slates could take
up to 25 percent cf their money from permanent committees, with a
$300.000 maximum

Sen. Jackson hails budget that
funds regional industrial park
FRANKFORT, Ky.— Sen. Bob
Jackson, D-Murray, celebrated passage of a state budget that includes
funding for a regional industrial
park in northern Graves County.
The $5 million appropriated for the
park makes it the largest new project in the budget.
Jackson, who has been working
on establishing the Purchase Area
Regional Industrial Park for two
years, said the park was his top priority for the session.
"It's critically important to our
region because of the number of
jobs we've lost," said Jackson, who
estimated that more than 2,500
manufacturing jobs have left the
Purchase Area in the last two years.
Plans call for the purchase of
approximately 2,500 acres near
Hickory and West Viola in Graves
County. Legislators will request an
additional.$5 million nextsession to
complete the purchase of the land
and infrastructure, such as roads
and sewers. The project has also
attracted federal grant monies.
The goal is to use the site to
attract one major manufacturing
company, similar to the Toyota
plant near Georgetown.

"That kind
of plant, and
spin-off
the
it
industries
will produce,
will help our
entire region,
for that matter,
entire
the
state," Jackson
said.
Jackson
Toyota has
produced over
100 spin-off plants in Kentucky.
Jackson said the western
Kentucky project was successful in
attracting funding even in a tight
budget year because the entire
region has joined together to work
on it.
"This project united citizens, city
officials, legislators and other officials from the Purchase," Jackson
"It is an investment in the future
of our region. Too many young
people have left the Purchase
Region to pursue a career. We want
our children and grandchildren to
find that there are good jobs — jobs
with a future — in their hometowns."

•Arrests ...
From Front
residents arrested as part of the
investigation to eight. Another man
is in custody in Madison, Wis., and
will face charges in Murray, according to MPD Detective Capt. Eddie
Rollins.
MPD detectives and patrol officers began serving arrest warrants
handed down by a Calloway County
Grand Jury last Monday. One of the
men, Robert Lee Young, 22,
Paducah, was picked up by Paducah
police last Wednesday,' while
Calloway sheriff's deputies and
Kentucky State Police also assisted
with some of the later arrests.
The final tally of those arrest,
and their charges, include:
• Joseph Tidwell, 22, Murray —
engaging in organized crime, conspiracy to commit murder, conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance
(methamphetamine), conspiracy to
manufacture meth, first-degree possession of a controlled substance
(meth),second-degree possession of
drug paraphernalia, third-degree
possession of a controlled substance
and cultivation of marijuana (over
five plants)

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
(March, 2003)
Are your symptoms of Chronic Bronchitis (or COM getting worse?
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experiencing symptoms such as increased mucus(phlegm)or
increased difficulty breathing, you may qualify to participate
All qualified participants will receive, at no cost
• Study-related physical exams
• Study-related medical care
• Study medication
For more information, con•act:

Primary Care Research
Primary Care Medical Center
300 S. 8th St., Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5732 or 800-932-2122
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This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
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below 3 0000 Since early surrender
char ir apply. please rail for details
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information that they were operating at least pan of their organization
in several different states."
Most of the activity in other
states dealt with the individuals purchasing products needed to produce
meth. Plus, while all of those arrested except one had Murray addresses, Rollins said those involved did
not tend to live in any one area very
long.
"I don't think all of them are
what you would call 'original'
Murray or Calloway County residents," he said.
The conspiracy to commit murder charges, Rollins said, came from
evidence that the group was planning on killing someone in relation
to the drug business it was attempting to establish.
He would not release any additional details on the murder charges,
but court records showed the targeted individual to be someone named
Dan Potts. No age or address was
listed for Potts in the court documents.
"It was a very serious investigation," Rollins said. "It is a concern."
Dowdy, Devinney, Tidwell,
Ezell, Jarvis and Cannon were all
arraigned in Calloway County
Circuit Court Monday, and all of
them will appear in circuit court
again May 27 at 9 a.m.
Young was released from the
Calloway County Jail on $50,000
property bond and will appear in
circuit court March 24 at 9 a.m.
Ingram was released from jail on
"This was a more organized $20,000 cash or property bond and
group than what we have dealt with will also appear in circuit court
in the past, and they were operating March 24. A condition of Ingram's
on a larger scale than in the past," bond was that he must submit to a
Rollins said Monday. "We have random drug screen. •

• Leroy James Ezell, 29, Murray
— engaging in organized crime,
conspiracy to commit murder, conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance (meth), conspiracy to manufacture meth and cultivation of marijuana (over five plants)
• Donald Devinney, 32, Murray
— conspiracy to traffic a controlled
substance (meth)
• Shawn Cannon, 19, Murray —
conspiracy to traffic a controlled
substance (meth)
• Robert (aka Sammy) Ingram,
24, Murray — engaging in organized crime, conspiracy to commit
murder, first-degree conspiracy to
traffic a controlled substance (meth)
and conspiracy to manufacture meth
• Young,Paducah — engaging in
organized crime, conspiracy to
commit murder, first-degree conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance (meth) and conspiracy to
manufacture meth •
• Dowdy — engaging in organized crime, conspiracy to commit
murder, first-degree conspiracy to
traffic a controlled substance (meth)
and conspiracy to manufacture meth
• Jarvis — first-degree conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance
(meth) and conspiracy to manufacture meth
Rollins said he could not release
any information on the individual in
Wisconsin until that person is
charge locally. He also said other
charges could be filed against those
who have already been arrested.
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Deaths
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

-

Mrs. Rita Morris McKee Armstrong

Mrs. Amelia McLeod Wisehart, 64, Bakers Crossroad Dr., Hazel, died
Monday, March 10, 2003, at 6:50 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
J.H. Churchill•Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

&Ars. Rita Moms McKee Annsu-ong, 67, Palmdale, Calif., sister ot Mrs.
Dorothy'Morris Miller of Murray, died Tuesday, March 4,2003, in Palmdale.
porn Feb. 28, 1936, in Ca11o.way County, Ky., she was the daughter of the
late Ruben Morris and rathie Taylor Morns.
Survi V ors include her children, Robert and Lisa McKee,Leonard and Diana
McKee, Shelia and Warren Sanders, and Tami and Jeff Martin; her grandchildren, Bobby..Cheyenne. Sara, Michael, Sean, Andrew, Kris,Sarah. Joseph and
Nicholas; sister, Mrs. Dorothy Morns Miller, Murray.
The funeral was Saturday at 1 p.m. Burial was in the Joshua Memonal Park
& Mortuary, Palmdale.

Mrs. Helen Jenetta Stockham

Mrs. Helen Curd

Mrs. Helen Jenetta Stockham, 86, South 16th Street, Murray, died
Sunday. March 9, 2003, at 10:30 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Born March 16, 1916, she was the daughter of the late John Bass and
Anna Elizabeth Welch Bass.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Beverly Kietzke and husband,
Kenneth, Almo.
A private family service will be held at a later date.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

The funeral for Mrs. Helen Curd will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Dustin Darnell
will officiate. Music will be by Janice Compton and Ginger Overbey.
Pallbearers will be Chris Tucker, Shawn Tucker, Josh Curd, Ben Cossey,
Aaron Fox and Adam Fox. Burial will follow in the Kirksey Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Curd, 78, Kirksey Road, Benton, died Wednesday, March 5, 2003, at
her home.
Retired from Chrysler Corporation, she was a member of Kirksey Baptist
Church.
Her husband, James W. Curd,died Sept. 29. 1989. Born March 24. 1924. in
Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Albert Camp and Ethel
Burns Camp.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Connie Curd Fox and husband, Steve,
Cullman, Ala.; one son, Jerome Curd and wife, Sandra, Livonia, Mich.; five
grandchildren.

&Cruntory
753-7000
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753-8888

Mrs. Amelia McLeod Wisehart

Melvin Pierceall
Melvin Pierceall, 77, Murray, former resident of Mayfield, died
Saturday, March 8, 2003, at 10:10 p.m. at his home.
His wife. Betty Lynn Pierceall, and seven brothers and sisters all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Hardy Clement Pierceall and
Olivia Hawkins Pierceall.
A retired employee of Ingersol Rand Co., he was a Navy veteran of
World War II and a member of the American Legion.
Survivors-include one daughter, .Mrs_ _Melva Boyd, Wingo; one son,
James Pierceall, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Helen Terry, Paducah, and Mrs.
Ellen Losey, Sacramento, Calif.; one brother, Paul Pierceall Palmdale,
Calif.; five grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Graveside military services will be conducted by American Legion Post
#26 on Thursday at 1 p.m. at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.

Mrs. Mary E. Wilkerson
,

The funeral for Mrs. Mary E. Wilkerson will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Dwaine
! Baker will officiate. Music will be by Mrs. Dwaine Baker.
Pallbearers will be Scott Wagner, Dennis Wilkerson, D.J. Holskey,
!. Robert Stellman, Mike Jackson and Glen Miller, grandsons and grandsonssin-law. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Wilkerson, 78, Murray, died Sunday, March 9, 2003, at 8 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Lloyd Wilkerson, and two'sisters, Tressie Easley and
Vergie Fry, all preceded her in death. Born Feb. 9, 1925, in Arkansas, she
was the daughter of the late Peter Alexander and Mary Coggins Alexander.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Judy Armstrong and husband,
Jimmie, Almo, and Mrs. Louritta Stellman and husband, Bob, Puryear.
Tenn.; two sons, James Wilkerson and wife, Maria, Rolla, Mo., and Ted
Wilkerson and wife, Kathy, Gas City, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Ann Brown,
Paragould, Ark., and Mrs. Zeffie Jones, Marmaduke, Ark.; 11 grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; eight stepgreat-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild. .

Jimmie Dale Nash
Memorial services for Jimmie Dale Nash will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Don
Wilson will officiate.
Mr. Nash, 49, Sahuarita, An,., formerly of Benton, died Friday. March 7,
2003. at 8:15 p.m. at Tucson Veterans Medical Center, Tucson, Ariz.
His father, Horace Lee Nash,and one brother. Harvey Louis Nash, both preceded him in death.
Mr. Nash was a member of First Baptist Church and a veteran of the United •
States Army.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Thompson Faughn,
Benton; one daughter, Jennifer; one son, Joshua; two sisters, Mrs. Patricia Ann
Anderson. Union City,Tenn., and Mrs. Madonna Elkins. Hardin;two brothers.
Robert Nash Spring Hill, Tenn., and David Nash,Tucson, Ariz.; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.

Mrs. Gladys BiMngham
Memorial services for Mrs. Gladys Billingham were Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at
Shrine of Remembrance "America the Beautiful" Chapel of Roses, Colorado
Springs. Private entombment was at Shrine of Remembrance Mausoleum.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pikes Peak Hospice,824 E. Pikes
Peak, Suite 6700, Colorado Springs, CO 80903.
Mrs. Billingham, 69, Colorado Springs, Colo., died Tuesday. March 4.
2003. at Pikes Peak Hospice. Colorado Springs.
Her husband, Hugh Billingham. died in 1997. Born Nov. 13, 1933, in
Industry. Kan., she had resided in Colorado Springs since 1957.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Doreen Colson and husband, Tom.
Murray, and Mrs. Sandra Hanke and husband. Trevor. Colorado Springs; one
son. Randy Billingham and wife. Mary,'Ankeny, Iowa; five grandchildren.
Angie Kimbro and husband, Justin, and Jenny Colson, all of Murray. Sarah and
Jason Billingham, all of Ankeny. Iowa, and Megan McGahey-Hanke,
Colorado Springs; one great-grandchild, Bailey Yates-Kimbro. Murray; two
otht.rs andscral rtncesand avp icwS.
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HARD WORKING ... Students at Calloway County Adult
Education and Literacy diligently complete their assignment.

Calloway County Adult
Education offers free
math, English classes
Calloway
County
Adult
Education and Literacy has been
holding a beginning English and
Math class since January. and the
students have experienced great
successes. The students have not
only learned some of the basic concepts in these subjects, but they
have bonded as a group. They have
enjoyed learning , together and
encouraging each other when things
get a little confusing, so much in
fact, that they have asked about
more classes.
According to Anica Smith, coordinator, free English and math
classes will be offered beginning
March 31.2003. The classes will be
held every Monday and Wednesday
through May 22 at the Learning
Center located at 404 G North 4th
Street in Murray. The English class
will meet from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
with the math class running from
10:45 to 11:45 a.m. You may attend
one or both of the classes. We will
have -a-secand-rnath class that wilt

cover percents. geometry, and algebra on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 10:30 - noon. If those times
don't work for you, we will have
yet another math class that meets on
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
from 3:30-5 p.m. Please call 7595525 to register for the classes
before March 24.
If you don't want to attend a
class, you are more than welcome
to come and study independently.
Our center hours are: Monday and
Thursday from 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.,
Tuesday and Wednesday from 8
a.m. - 5 p.m.. and Friday 8 a.m. noon.
If you have any questions about
these classes or any of our other
services, please call Calloway
County Adult Education • and
Literacy at 759-5525. If you would
rather talk to us in person, we are
located at 404 G North 4th Street in
Murray. We will be happy to answer
your questions and help in any way
we- can7

Helicopters and soldiers from 101st Airborne Division arrive in Kuwait

CAMP UDAIRI, Kuwait(AP)There's nothing like a nice attack
helicopter to brighten a pilot's day.
Just ask Brig. Gen. Edward J.
Sinclair of the 101st Airborne
Division, who couldn't take his eyes
off the Apache helicopters as they
began to arrive at this Kuwait camp
to take part in a possible invasion of
Iraq - a key piece of the final
preparations ahead of war.
"Isn't this a beautiful sight?"
Sinclair asked as choppers kicked
up dust in the desert. "That's a pure,
beautiful sight, that many Apaches."
Two days ago, the airfield built at
Camp Udairi - the United States'
northernmost base in Kuwait near
the Iraqi border - was almost
empty.
But the first shipment of the division's cargo arrived in port

Saturday, containing 72 helicopters.
Each was stripped of the shrinkwrapped plastic placed around it for
shipment and reassembled before
being flown to Camp Udairi on
Sunday and Monday.
The lethality of the Apache helicopters has helped earn it the nickname "tank killers," and their arrival
is cause for celebration among commanders because the division canat least on a small scale -- conduct
air assault missions, Sinclair said..
"It makes us feel a lot better.
With every ship that arrives now,
our combat capability increases,"
said Maj. Gen. David Petraeus.
commanding general of the 101st.
as helicopters landed in the distance
behind him.
The Apaches were part of a
delivery Saturday of 72 helicopters

and
1,900 military
vehicles
crammed into the USNS Larry
Dahl. a ship six stories tall and
about the size of five football fields.
A second ship. the USNS Bob
Hope, is scheduled to arrive
Tuesday with more cargo.
By next week, the last of eight
ships carrying the division's 275
helicopters, 3,800 military vehicles,
and 450 shipping containers of supplies like ammunition
along with
equipment from other units - is
expected to arrive.
"Every day that we get gives us
more capabilities," Sinclair said.
The military vehicles were driven in convoys by soldiers to the six
camps in Kuwait w.here soldiers
•I
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• Therapeutic Massage
• Reflexology
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• All local broadcast stations
• Interactive on-screen guide
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Vicky will bejoining Rosetta Todd,
Daryl Battles and Veronica Hubbard
on our Massage Therapy team.
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a formidable force. Petraeus said.
"We have to prepare for the
worst, which is that they will stand
and fight,- Petraeus said. "How
strong they are remains to be seen."

OPENING SPEeIAII

(We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

96 East Main Street • 753-5606
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20,000-strong division left Monday
from Fort Campbell.
Although the Iraqi military
appears to have less strength than
during the 1991 Gulf War, it is still
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from the 101st are liring and conducting combat-ready training exercises in trenches built to mimic
those seen in satellite photos of Iraq.
If President Bush decides to go to
war, the 101st will likely be called
into action because of the intense
fire power of its Apache fleet and its
ability to mount air assaults quickly
into enemy territory to seize it.
The 101st, based at Fort
Campbell,
Ky.,
also
has
Blackhawks. Chinook and Kiowa
Warrior helicopters. Aviators are
expected to begin environmental
awareness training immediately so
they get used to flying in the desert.
In addition to the cargo, the last
planeload of soldiers from the
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Under Gods
Let's See
the Proof!
the television at almost any hour —
There are two ways to look at
daytime soap operas and
from
Circuit
at 9th
'
the decision by
rulthat glorify the lurid and the
its
shows
upholding
Appeals
of
Court
wicked, to prime-time programs
ing last June in which it declared
full of sexual situations, crude jokes
the Pledge of Allegiance clause
"One nation.
and four-letter words — and- ask
muter God" vio, . yourself if this is reflective of a _
lates the constination "under God."
tutional prohibiAre rampant pornography and
tion against gov- child abuse an indication of God's
cram= estab-_____ _influence on America?
lished religion.
What about the poor? The same
One way is
Scriptures some conservatives
for politicians of selectively quote, or misquote, in
both parties to
pursuit of various agendas (against
demagogue the
homosexual practice and abortion,
Cal's
ruling for votes.
for example) are ignored by many
Thoughts Many of them
of them when those Scriptures
By Cal Thomas don't pay much
speak of other things. God eitpects
Syndicated
attention to God
the "godly" to take care of the poor
Columnist
when it comes
as a means of sharing His love with
to the great
them. Now we are told the governmoral issues of
ment should be doing this through
the day, but they find Him a conthe Orwellian-named "faith-based
venient tool to persuade people they initiative."
are doing His will in Washington.
What faith?
Yes, the unelected and still mostWhat about family breakups?
ly liberal federal judges continue
The divorce rate remains high and
their four-decades-old nasty habit
so do the number of unmarried peoof dismantling our institutions,
ple cohabiting and the number of
symbols and beliefs for the sake of
born outside marriage.
babies
a microscopic minority. The courts
kids are having sex and
Younger
demand that every religious person
oral sex on school
about
stories
must accommodate a single atheist
hallways comschool
in
and
buses
who might be "offended" at the
along with the
attention
our
for
pete
favorable mention of God's name
buy
parents
clothing
provocative
men(unfavorable or blasphemous
for their pre-teen daughters.
tions, we are told, are protected by
The magazine racks at supermarthe same First Amendment that procheckout lines are consumed
ket
hibits favorable mentions).
stories about sex. Are such
with
But no atheist can be forced to
reflective of a nation that is
things
accommodate a single religious per"under God"?
son who might be offended by the
America has a record number of
atheist's unbelief, or who wants to
be part of the pluralism and diversi- people in prison. Are large numbers
of lawbreakers indicative of a peoty about which liberals regularly
ple who obey the great Law Giver?
speak, but which is not broad
The 9th Circuit's latest ruling
who
people
embrace
enough to
took effect in nine Western states
believe in God.
yesterday. Attorney General John
Why do people who believe in
Ashcroft has pledged to appeal to
and teach their children about God
at home and in church put them in
the Supreme Court, which is good.
government schools that often
The high court should decide to
undermine those beliefs? If parents
allow the pledge to be recited as is.
would not put their children in a
Psalm 33:12 says,"Blessed is
religious environment that does not
the nation whose God is the Lord."
reflect their faith, why do they send
Is God the "Lord" of the United
them into a school system in which
States? Do we act like it? Should
faith and secularism so often colour government formally say so if it
lide, often to the detriment of faith? isn't true?
The second way to look at the
Saying so will not make it true.
court decision is to ask where is the Only a change in behavior and
evidence that this nation is truly
focus will.
"under God"? If there is little evidence, then perhaps the late Justice
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours"
William Brennan was right when he on Fox News Channel Saturdays at
observed that such expressions of
10 p.m. Direct all mailfor Cal
divine fealty are merely "ceremoniThomas to: Tribune Media
al deism." They might make some
Services. 435 N. Michigan Ave.,
people feel good about the country, Suite 1500, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
but are they objectively true?
Readers may also leave e-mail at
What kind of nation that is
WW W.ca1thomas.corn.
"under God" would abort 40 mil2003 TRIBUNE MEDIA
lion of its own children? Turn on
SERVICES,INC.
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Powell on the spot
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Secretary
of State Colin Powell's insistence on
traditional diplomacy to disarm Iraq
has run into a stone wall in the
United Nations, dealing a blow to
his moderate approach within the
hard-line Bush administration.
With the U.N. Security Council
due to take up a U.S.-BritishSpanish resolution this week to
authorize force against Iraq. Powell
was trying anew Thursday to convince skeptical governments that
only such a step, not more inspections, would do the job.
The odds against him w_erelong.
Failure would confirm the view of
Vice President Dick Cheney and
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld that turning to the United
Nations would only produce a stalemate and delay disarming Iraq.
Powell prevailed in his advice to
President Bush, although the president questioned U.N. relevance as
he kicked off the diplomatic campaign in a speech last September.
Through it all, Powell has been
the administration's point man,
cajoling and appealing to reluctant
allies such as France and Germany
and laying out the U.S. case to the
council with intelligence data that
failed to persuade the skeptics.
In the process, the United States
and its allies have been split over
Iraq to an extent unprecedented in
the past half-century.
Watching this play out, Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein has
cooperated just enough with the
U.N. weapons inspectors to convince most council members that
that the prescription for disarmament was more inspections, not war.
President Bush continued the

Washington Today
diplomatic push by phone Thursday,
calling Vaclav Klaus, the new president of the Czech Republic, and
Portuguese Prime Minister Jose
Durao Barroso, both of whom have
supported the U.S. position. Bush
also spoke with Mexican President
Vicente Fox, but there was no sign
he won an assurance of Mexico's
support in the Security Council.
He also spoke with Russian
President Vladimir Putin, who has
opposed the resolution, and they
agreed to speak again.
Powell, before heading to New
York for talks with Security Council
envoys, told a Senate subcommittee
that the Iraqi threat must be dealt
with now.
"The moment we find ourselves
in is a critical moment. We are being
tested, the Security Council of the
United Nations and the international
community are being tested,"
Powell said.
But Senate Democratic leader
Tom Daschle said the administration
had brought on an "extraordinary
disintegration" of support from
other nations by rushing toward War.
He said the administration should
continue reaching out to other countries.
"There is still a chance that a
worldwide international coalition
effort can be achieved," said
Daschle, D-S.D.,
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., the top
Democrat on the Senate Armed
Services Committee, said U.S. intelligence agencies had shared with
weapons inspectors information
about only a small fraction of Iraq's
suspicious sites.
"If we have not shared the sus-

pect sites, we undermine our own
case," Levin said.
In New York, Powell met with
British Foreign Secretary Jack
Straw, who is trying to save the resolution with some tinkering that
would give Iraq a short time to comply with disarmament demands.
Powell talked to Foreign Minister
Sheik Hamad bin lassem Al Thani
of Qatar, whose Persian Gulf country helps the United States by housing the Central Command. He also
met with Straw and Spanish Foreign
Minister Ana Palacio to consider
whether to revise the resolution, and
then with Foreign Ministers Joschka
Fischer of Germany and Dominique
de Villepin of France.
Powell's spokesman later characterized the talks as "good, extensive
discussions" that were to continue
Friday morning. There could "possible changes in the text" of a resolution, Richard Boucher said in a
statement.
"They were seeking a resolution
that can obtain maximum support
while making it clear that the council stands by the requirement to disarm immediately," Boucher said.
Rumsfeld questioned whether
France or Russia would follow
through on threats to veto the latest
"People
U.S.-backed resolution.
say a lot of things that they ultimately don't do, and whether someone
would veto it, I just don't know,"
Rumsfeld told CNBC. He said last
November's resolution on Iraqj
clearly anticipated military action
upon continued defiance by Iraq.
"Pretty clear language, and they
all knew what they were voting for.
These are people who can read,"

Rumsfeld said.
Powell was to see Russian
Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov and
others on Friday, and attend the
council meeting to hear weapons
inspector Hans -Sax's report on
searches in Iraq.
Bush's national security adviser,
Condoleezza Rice, met with about
20 Iraqi expatriates, some from a
women's group. White House officials stressed that the meeting was
not part of an effort to set up a postwar government in Iraq, but rather to
hear their stories about suffering
under Saddam.
But Saman Shah, executive vice
president of the Kurdish National
Congress of North America, said
Rice told the expatriates that the
United States envisions a coalition
of various ethnic and political
groups to run a postwar Iraq.
On Capitol Hill, Pentagon officials for the first time gave cost estimates for the buildup for a possjble
war and occupying Iraq afterward:
$47 billion to $67 billion through
Sept. 30.
The estimates came from the
civilian heads of the Army, Navy
and Air Force, who said they could
not estimate the costs of combat,
either in dollars or lives.

Cover the Uninsured Week
Some of the sobering findings
from the recent Kaiser Health Poll
indicate that more Americans are
worried about health care costs than
they are about losing their job, paying their rent or
mortgage, losing
money in the
stock market, or
being a victim
of a terrorist
attack.
The level of
anxiety is measured in these
statistics:
Main Street • Nearly four
By Constance
in 10 Americans
Alexander
(38%)say-they
Ledger & Times
are very worried
Columnist
that the amount
they pay for
health care services or health insurance will
increase over the next six months;
• A similar number(37%)is
very worried their income might
not keep up with rising prices in the
coming six months;
• About one in four(26%)say
they are very worried they might
not be able to afford the prescrip-

tion drugs they need in the next six
months, and almost one in five
report being very worried
'
(18%)
they might lose their health insurance coverage.
You don't have to go far to corroborate the numbers. Any insured
person who is not part of a group
plan voices angst about the relentless rise in cost of monthly premiums, particularly in the face of
impending war and a depressed
economy. And even those insured
through large, multi-national
employers are footing more and
more of the insurance cost, with no
relief in sight.
Those without insurance are
confrOnted with dismal choices
when it comes to medical needs.
They may put off diagnostic tests
because they cannot pay for treatment if a problem is identified, or
they can suspect something is
wrong and hope the condition will
go away by itself or with the use of
ineffective home remedies.
One case in point is Theresa, a
woman from Trigg County who has
been interviewed-over the past 2
years in Main Street culumns.
As a survivor of a bout with breast

out rigorous and debilitating
cancer nearly 15 years ago, she
chemotherapy. To Theresa, there
could not afford the required
monthly premiums for insurance.
was no other option.
Self-employed, she has a history
"Stopping work seemed too
of hard work and self-sufficiency,
much like giving up," she said.
but then when she was stricken
This is Cover The Uninsured
with ovarian cancer nearly three
Week, a nationwide movement that
years ago, she was confronted with
focuses on the uninsured in
enormous bills that wiped out all
America. All over the country, 450
her reserves.
are being planned in 40
activities
Her doctors have been willing to
town hall meetings,
with
states,
negotiate flexible payment plans,
breakfasts, comprayer
interfaith
and she feels she is getting good
and on campus
fairs,
health
munity
treatment, but being uninsured
educational events.
exacts a heavy toll.
Throughout the month, Main
"I feel stupid because I have no
insurance," she says. "You go to the Street will examine the issues and
hospital and the first thing they ask
provide information about the uninyou is if you have insurance. I have sured ii-our community.For more
to say no and they just look at
information, go to
you."
www.CoverTheUninsuredWeek.org
Because her medical situation is
on the Internet.
so grave, Theresa now receives the
If you are a person without
benefit of a Social Security disabilihealth insurance who is willing to
ty. She filled out a maze of forms
be interviewed, contact the columand provided extensive documentacacalexander@hotmail.com
tion and was deemed eligible on the nist at
a message at The Murray
leave
or
events.
of
turn
unusual
first try, an
Times, 270-753-1917.
&
Ledger
She tells me that her caseworker
remarked that it was surprising that
Read Main Street online at
Theresa had somehow managed to
www.murravledgercom.
continue working steadily through-
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Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren plans seminar
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Grandparents Raising Grandchildren support
group of the Murray City Schools Family Resource
Youth services Center will meet Wednesday, March
12,at noon at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Wellness Center.
This will be a special seminar for the grandparents.
Any grandparent or relative raising a child or
children is encouraged to attend the seminar.
Persons planning to attend are asked to call the
resource center at 759-9592 to include your name for
a box lunch catered by the hospital.

Need Line issues list of needs

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Need Line issued its weekly list of items needed to
Editor
help fill the paper bags for the clients. Food items needed include crackers, tuna, carrots, peanut butter and spinach. Personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies needed include tooth paste, bath tissue, adult
tooth brushes and dish liquid. Any one having items to donate may take
them to the Need Line office at 804 Story Ave.,just off South Ninth Street,
Murray. For information call 753-6333.

Support Our Parks group will meet
March 12, at 5 p.m.
The Support Our Parks group will meet Wednesday,
in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. A discussion on publicity
for the park will be held. All interested persons are invited.

CCHS Council schedules meeting
Decision Making Council will

Calloway County High School Site-based
meet Wednesday, March 12, at 4:30 p.m. in the media center of the school.
Agenda items include CATS Reward Distribution, Comprehensive School
Improvement Plan Committee report and an open forum. Yvette Pyle, principal invites the public.

CCHS Committee will meet

Curriculum Committee of Calloway County High School Site-based
Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, March 12, at 3:20 p.m. in
room 114 to hear a presentation by about curriculum alignment by the
Social Studies department.

CPR & First Aid course scheduledby the Calloway

Community CPR and First Aid course will be offered
County Chapter of the American Red Cross on Saturday, March IS, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the office at 1003 Poplar St., Murray. The cost will be $40.
Pre-registration is required by calling Holly Webb,chapter director, at 7531421 or e-mail chapter@callowayredcross.org for more information.

Mr. and Mrs. Shemwell in 1943 Mr. and Mrs..Shemwell in 2003
Mr. and Mrs. Lilbum (Blackie) Shemwell of
728 Vine St., Murray, will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary on Thursday, March 13,
2003.
A family celebration is planned.
The couple was married March 13, 1943. in

Beech Grove, Ind., with the Rev. Roy Carlson
officiating.
Mrs. Shemwell. Blanche, retired from Fisher
Price and Mr. Shemwell retired from Ryan Milk
Co.
They have two sons. David Shemwell and

Presentation on birds
heard by Home group

Health Express will be at Wellness Center
be at the

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
Wellness Center on Wednesday, March 12, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure checks, pulse and tow-hour blood sugar
screenings will be offered_ For.information call 762-1348.

_

Pharmacist to speak at meeting

Ruth Pickens. registered pharmacist, will be the speaker at the meeting
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group today, March 11, at 4:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
informatioacontrt Cindy Ragsdale licensed social worker, at 762-1108.

Eighth grade orientation is tonight

All current Murray Middle School eighth grade students and their parents are invited to the "Orientation and Scheduling Fair" to be held at
Murray High School today, March II, at 6:30 p.m. MHS teachers and students will be available to explain course descriptions and to answer questions relating to high school classes and clubs. For information call Marion
O'Rourke, counselor, at 753-5202, ext. 104.

THEOS meeting scheduled Tuesday

THEOS (they help each other spiritually) will meet today, March II, at
2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This group is for any person who has lost his or her spouse through death. Later the group will eat at
Sirloin Stockade. For information call Lillian Steele at 753-2875, Opal
Howard at 753-1998 or Karen Isaacs at 753-2411.

Dexter town meeting tonight

Dexter town meeting will be tonight, March 11, at 6 p.m. at the Dexter
Community Center. The speaker will Calloway County Attorney David
Harrington. A potluck supper will be served.

MHS Athletic Boosters to meet tonight

Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will meet tonight, March II,
at 7 p.m. at the school.

Soccer Foundation will meet tonight

Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have an open meeting tonight,
March II, at 6:30 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. The new officers will be
introduced and fund-raising ideas will be discussed. All interested parents
are urged to attend.

Transit Authority meeting tonight
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will hold its monthly board meeting
tonight, March II. at 7 p.m. in the Tennessee Room of Murray State
University Curris Center.

Art Guild will accept entries
Murray Art Guild will accept entries tor its juried exhibition, "Visual
Evidence," today(Tuesday)and Wednesday, March 11 and 12,from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. For entry forms and information call 753-4059.

East Council will meet Tuesday

East Elementary School Site-based Decision. Making Council will meet
today, March I I at 5 p.m. in the teachers workroom. Patsy Chaney, principal, invites all interested persons.

Murray Singles will meet Tuesday

Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet tonight, March II, at 7 p.m. at
Shoney's Inn, Murray. This will be the monthly birthday party night. All
singles are invited. For more information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or
Shirley at 753-6224.
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Paint-your-own pottery studio
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Schedule Your Next Birthday Party With Os
Wednesday: After School Special(2-5:30 p.m.)
Thursday: Mommy & Me liall•Price Stele Foe For Kibi Friday: Date Night
K1DZ NIGHT OUT
MARCH 7 and APRIL 4
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v. lc. Lyn. Columbus, Ga., and Ronnie
Shentwell and wife, Terese, Hazel.
Their four grandchildren are Tern Mobbs and
husband. Shawn. Athens, Ga., Christine
Shemwell. Atlanta. Ga., and Tiffany Shemwell
and Worth Shemwell of Hazel. One great-granddaughter is Courtney Mobbs of Athens, Ga.
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SKI
SCOUT
overnight ski trip to Paoli Peaks, Ind., Jan. 31 to Feb. 1. Attending were, from
left, front row, Phill McCallon, Matthew Fry, Benjamin Parker, Erin McCallon,
Jessie McCallon, Matthew Parker, back row, Tim Belcher, Ryan Lee, Benjamin
Hart, Coley Miller and Steven Hart. Charlton Claywell is troop historian.

David Haggard of Reelfoot Lake State Park presented a presentation on "Birds of the Land Between the
Lakes Area" at the "night out' meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Feb. 8 at
Kentake. State Resort-Park-Hotel-.---Haggard brought with him an adult eagle, an owl and
4 red tail hawk. These birds had been injured and could
no longer survive in the wild..
The speaker said "the West Nile virus has killed a lot
of birds.- His presentation was part of the Eagle
Weekend events.
Haggard has been named "Ranger of the Year 2002
for the state of Tennessee.
Members attending were Marjorie Sanders, Pat
Conner, Helen Dunn, Jinny Thompson and Lillian
Robertson.
The department's January meeting was canceled
because of the weather. Tonia Casey. executive director
of Need Line. was to have been the speaker.
The next regular meeting will be thursday. March
20. a. 1:30 p.m. at the club house.

Irish Storyteller featured in storytelling program at Homeplace
By KATHY HARPER
GOLDEN POND. KY. -- In celebration of St. Patrick's Day, we
invite you to join us as our own
seanachie, Margayle Williams.
brings the culture, song, laughter
and drama of her Irish heritage to
life as The Seanachie in our St.
Patrick's Day storytelling program
at The Homeplace in Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) National
Recreation Area, on Sunday, Marcb
16, at 2 p.m.
It's hard to conceive in today's
hi-tech environment, but at a time in
history most people could not read
or write. News and information

moved only as fast as the people
could travel, and word of mouth was
the only means of logging the history and transmitting the news.
The word seanachie comes from
the old Gaelic language, and means
"storyteller."
In Ireland and Scotland in the
centuries before America became a
colony, seanachies traveled from
shire to shire, bringing news of
other communities and people to
each new place they stopped.
important
recounted
They
events, weddings, funerals, special
occasions and traditional Gaelic
folklore. They were the Internet of

their time, as well as the news channel and weekly entertainment.
Williams says she "enjoys the
opportunity to carry on her family's
Irish traditions . through her
seanichie performances. She was
trained from childhood in theater
and arts, has worked in and directed
repertory theater throughout the
Southeast and in Europe and has
retired from the University of
Alabama.
The Homeplace is located on The
arace just a few. miles north of
Dover. Tenn.. and Hwy 79, evenly
placed between Dover and Hwy
68/80. The program is free with

The
to
admission
general
Homeplace ($3.50 for adults. $2 for
children'5-12 and free for children 4
and under).
Wear green and come prepared to
sing traditional Irish songs and be
entertained as The Homeplace puts
on its Gaelic best with The
Seanachie for St. Patrick's Day!
Land Between The Lakes is managed by the USDA Forest Service,
one of the nation's leading providers
of 'outdoor recreation. Additional
LL information is available by
calling 1-800-LBL-7077 or 270924-2000. or on the Internet at
www.lhl.org.

Norwood named as state finalist
Savannah Norwood has been
chosen as a state finalist in the Miss
Kentucky American Sweetheart
Pageant to be held July 3,4 and 5 at
the Hyatt Regency, Louisville.
The pageant is for girls between
the ages of 7 to 9 years. The winner
will receive a $500 cash award, the
official crown and banner, bouquet
of roses and air transportation to
compete in the national pageant at
Walt Disney World in Florida.
Norwood's activities include
dancing, cheerleading, soccer and
softball. She is the daughter of
Adam and Angie Norwood of
Benton.

5TH ANNUAL FOOD DRIVE"
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MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"

We Service All Major Appliances

753-1586
212 East Main Si.• Murray. KY

Join This Week I
$0
Service Fee' I

*Bring a bag of non-perishable food
items this week (March 17-21) to your
local Curves and join with no service
fee. All groceries will be donated to
local food banks.

Cuive4
The power to maze yourself
270-759-3400• 1608 Hwy. 121 N.• Murray, KY 42071
• Benton, KY 42025
.
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Boys' First Region Tournament

Lakers ground Falcons advance

Jim Harrick

Harrick
suspended;
Dawgs'
year over
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — Less
than two weeks after a former
player went public with accusations of payoffs and bogus classes. Georgia called it quits.
The No. 21 Bulldogs stunningly
ended their season Monday, withdrawing from the Southeastern
Conference and NCAA tournaments after finding that three players committed academic fraud in
a class taught by coach Jim Harrick's son.
Harrick was suspended with
pay. appearing to have little hope
of reclaiming his job.
"Coach Harrick is ultimately
responsible for the program," athletic director Vince Dooley said.
"We're not talking about allegations anymore. We're talking about
_findings.01_a_mosi_serions_natkrei ."
Dooley said the school has found
no evidence that Harrick was directly involved in the classroom
shenanigans involving his son. Jim
Harrick Jr.. an assistant coach.
was fired last week.
Still, the actions of the son
could wind up dooming the father,
whose program is in shambles no
matter what the outcome.
"We're taking this one step at
a time,- Dooley said. "There might
be something else tomorrow."
The fast-moving case was
sparked by former player Tony
Cole. kicked off the team last
year. He accused Jim Harrick Jr.
of paying his bills, doing schoolwork and teaching a sham class
on coaching. Cole also said he
used the elder Harrick's credit
card to buy a television and got
money from a booster.
Cole said he never attended the
coaching class, but received an
A. Two other players — starters
Chris Daniels and Rashad Wright
— were also in the class and got
As. They were declared ineligible
Monday for academic fraud and
unethical conduct.
The decision to end the season drew an angry reaction from
the rest of the team. Some players met with president Michael
Adams on the lawn of his home.
"It's not fair, man." said Fred
Gibson. a backup guard. "We didn't do anything wrong."
Dooley said there were more
than 30 students in Harrick Jr.'s
class — including 10 Georgia athletes — and all got an A. The
athletic director said there was no
evidence that anyone else received
grades for work they didn't do.
Georgia (19-8. 11-5 SEC) was
a lock to receive a third straight
invitation to the NCAA tourney.
which would have been the longest
such streak in school history.
The Bulldogs were supposed
to meet Arkansas on Thursday in
the SEC Tournament at New
Orleans.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Calloway County's Mitchell
McClure and Jimmy Bynum
both had their injured hands
taped up for Monday's First
Region Tournament quarterfinal against Hickman County.
The senior guards may have
as well been wearing falconer's gloves.
McClure. Bynum and fellow
backcourt mates Terry Adams
and Chase Futrell threw down
the gauntlet at the Regional
Special Events Center, putting
in a 10-of-21 performance from
3-point range to knock Hickman_ (16,12) out .of the first
round 71-50.
McClure tore the ligament
between the thumb and forefinger on his left (non-shooting) hand in the fourth quarter of the Lakers' 48-45 win
over Marshall County in Friday's Fourth District Tournament championship game.
He returned to the RSEC
three days later to put the wraps
on the Falcons, draining two
3-pointers in the first 3:06 and
finishing with 18 points on four
treys and four assists.
"I came out hoping I wouldn't break (my hand)," said
McClure after Calloway (17II) improved to 10-1 since his
return from a broken foot.
"We hit our first couple of
threes early and (Hickman) tried
to hold the ball for a while,
and that just played right into
our hands because we're pretty stacked offensively. It's hard
to fend us off — you have to
pick your poison."
Bynum, having played all
season with tape stabilizing a
football injury to his right hand,
hit a pair of triples -on a 12
point, six-assist outing; while
Adams added 13 points on a
trio of 3-pointers.
Seth Barrow supplied 15

II See Page 7

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

IN THE (FAST) LANE ... Calloway County's Jimmy Bynum (11) drives into the lane past the defense of Hickman's Jarrod Burgess (20) during Monday's opening game of the boys' First Region Tournament. Bynum scored 12 points and
dished out six assists as the Lakers advanced to Friday's semifinals against Game 2 winner Heath.

Throgmorton's 18 lifts
Heath past Ballard
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Heath star Charlie Throgmorton failed to attempt a shot in
the first half of Monday's First
Region Tournament opener.
However, the 6-0 senior guard
more than made up for that lack
of offense in the second half —
scoring 13 of his game-high18
points in the third quarter as the
Pirates defeated Ballard Memorial 62-48 at the Regional Special
Events Center.
Heath (23-4) now advances to
Friday's 6 p.m. semifinal against
Fourth District champion Calloway
County, which blasted its firstround foe, Hickman County, 7150 in Monday's late game.
Leading just 21-15 at the halftime break, the Pirates saw their
lead cut to just three points to
begin the second half. But Throgmorton responded with one of
his three 3-pointers and later sandwiched two more treys around a
pair of free throws from teamMIKE OHSTROWLedger photo

INSIDE FOR TWO ... Heath's
Brandon Bennett (33) goes
in the lane for a two-point
attempt against the defense
of Ballard Memorial's Matt
Williams (33) and Aaron Potter during Monday's second
game at the RSEC.

Down 40-26 heading into the
final
eight minutes, the Bombers
Today
(11-17)
used their pressure defense
Boys
to mount one last rally — cutGame 3 — Mayfield (24-5) vs. Lone
Oak (13-13), 6 p.m.
ting the deficit to only 44-37 on
Game 4 — Carlisle County (18-8) vs.
a
Letiz Arnold layup with just
Marshall County (17-12), 745 p.m.
over three minutes to go.
Wednesday
But that's as close as Ballard
Girls
would get as Eric Eidson closed
Game 1 — Lone Oak (21-7) vs.
out the Heath victory by converting
Marshall County (16-11), 6 p.m.
Game 2 — Graves County (14-13)
nine free throws down the Stretch.
vs Fulton City (16-9), 7:45 p.m.
Eidson followed Throgmorton
in
the
Heath order with 11 points.
Thursday
The Pirates hit 17-of-36 shot
Girls
Game 3 — Calloway County (18-9)
attempts from the floor and were
vs. St. Mary (11-15), 6 p.m.
3-of-11
from 3-point range. Heath
Game 4 — Hickman County (16-10)
was 25-of-33 from the foul line.
vs Pad Tilghman (12-14), 745 p.m.
Brandon Brooks paced the
Friday
Bombers with 14 points while
Boys
Arnold added 12 points and
Game 5 — Calloway County (17-11)
recorded four steals. Ballard was
vs. Heath (23-4), 6 p.m.
Game 6 — Mayfield/Lone Oak winner
just 17-of-52 from the field, hitvs. Carlisle/Marshall winner, 7:45 p.m.
ting only 3-of-21 attempts from
beyond the arc. The Bombers hit
Saturday
Boys Championship, 7 p m
11-of-20 attempts from the charity stripe.
Monday
Friday's Heath-Calloway winGirls
ner will advance to the boys'
Game 5 — Lone Oak/Marshall County winner vs. Graves County/Fulton
First Region championship game
City winner, 6 p.m.
on
Saturday at 7 p.m.
Game 6 — Calloway County/St. Mary
In
today's quarterfinal action,
winner vs. Hickman County/Paducah
Tilghman winner, 7:45 p.m
Third District champion Mayfield
meets Second District runner-up
Tuesday
Lone
Oak at 6 p.m. while Fourth
Girls' Championship, 7 p.m
District runner-up Marshall Counmate Brandon Bennett to effec- ty takes on First District champ
tively put the game out of Bal- Carlisle County at approximately
7:45.
lard's reach.
Tournament Schedule

Tempers flare during Expos-Marlins spring game
By The Associated Press
The beanball brawls have started
and it's only spring training.
Vladimir Guerrero was ejected in the
first inning Monday for starting a benchclearing fight during the Montreal Expos'
7-4 win over the Florida Marlins.
Brad Penny's second pitch to Guerrero grazed the Montreal slugger's uniform. Still holding his bat in his left
hand. Guerrero said a few words to Penny
as catcher Matt Treanor tried to restiain

After Penny got closer. Guerrero swung
his right fist around the catcher at the
pitcher. missing. Penny retaliated with a
punch that missed, and the dugouts emptied.
"I'm not trying to hit a guy in spring
training, especially not in the first inning,"
Penny said. "I'm out trying. to throw
inside. The first' pitch he didn't like, and
he stared me down. Then. I barely touched
his shirt. He came out. If.1 wanted to
hit him. 1 would have thrown a two-seam

The Mariners and Diamondbacks got
into a bench-clearing shoving match in
Tucson. Ariz., after All-Stars Bret Boone
and Luis Gonzalez were hit by pitches.
Arizona right-hander Miguel Batista hit
Boone in the left arm with a pitch in the
top of the sixth: In the bottom half, Jeff
Nelson hit Gonzalez in the back with the
first pitch.
Both dugouts and bullpens emptied.
but no punches were thrown. Boone and
Gonzalez, came out for pinch-runners, but
neitherwas., injured,.
-

game.„
"It's just a spring training
Gonzalez said. "By no means are we trying
to hit Boonie. He's one of their stars,
one of the marquee guys on the team.
All of us in here are big fans of his. He
plays in the other league. I just thought
it was stupid what he (Nelson) did.”
Oddly, the flareup came between teams
whose managers are good friends. Firstyear Seattle skipper Bob Melvin was Adzona manager Bob Brenly's bench coach
the past two seasons.
—Mariners...relieves- Atahur--Rhoder.-.war.-'

ejected, even though he never played.
Meltin said Rhodes, scheduled to pitch
later in the game, was thrown out because
of remarks an umpire said he made its
he walked back to the bullpen.
The game ended in a 6-6 tie after 10
innings by mutual agreement.
Braves 9, Cardinals 1
At Jupiter, Fla., Rick Ankiel pitched
another perfect inning for St. Louis. The
23-year-old left-hander, trying to rebound
from wildness and an arm injury, struck
out two- and 41trew 15 pitches.
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Steenbergen's 74 leads Classic

SCOREBOARD
Jpultui rd

The Insurance Center
of Murray.
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR.. HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL BASKETB ALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct.
W
39
25 609
New Jersey
581
Philadelphia
26
36
571
27
36
Boston
31
516
33
Orlando
30
33 476
Washington
444
35
New York
28
317
Miami
43
20
Central Division
W
L Pct.
23 629
Detroit
39
25 603
38
Indiana
563
28
New Orleans
36;
31
506
32
Milwaukee
391
39
25
Atlanta
344
42
22
Chicago
333
40
20
Toronto
175
11
52
Clevelang
Sunday's Games
New York 97 Washington 96
LA Lakers 106, Philadelphia 92
San Antonio 94, Boston 78
Orlando 111, Denver 98
Memphis 119, Toronto 106
Detroit 107, Golden State 105
New Jersey 102 New Orleans 92
Minnesota 105, Phoenix 98
Sacramento 107. Indiana 88
Monday's Games
Utah 83, Miami 73
Atlanta 95. L A Clippers 86
Minnesota 92, Dallas 83

GB
—
2
2 1/2
6
8 1/2
10 1/2
18 1/2
GB
-1 1/2
4
71/2
15
18
18
28 12

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L PcL
Dallas
48
15 .762
San Antonio
43
18 705
Minnesota
42
24 .636
Utah
36
27
571
Houston
32
30 516
Memphis
41
21
339
Denver
13
51 .203
Pacific Division
W
L Pct.
Sacramento
45
19 703
Portland
40
22 645
35
26
574
L A Lakers
Phoenix
33
29 532
Golden State
30
33 476
Seattle
28
33 459
LA Clippers
20
43 317
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GB
—
4
7 1/2
12
15 1/2
26 1/2
35 1/2
08
—
4
8 1/2
11
14 1/2
15 1/2
24 1/2

Today's Games
Miami at Cleveland. 6 p m.
Orlando at Washington, 6 p.m
New Orleans at Indiana, 6 p.m
Memphis at New York, 6.30 p or
San Antonio at Mtlwaukee, 7 p.m.
L A Lakers at Chicago. 7:30 p m
Toronto at Denver. 8 p.m
Portland at Seattle, 9 p.m
Phoenix at Golden State. 9 30 p m

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Lady Racer sophomore April Steenbergen
shot a low round of 14 Monday on the par72 Miller Memorial Golf Course to hold a
two-stroke lead after the first round of the
Lady Racer Classic, hosted by the Mums
State women's golf team.
The final round of the two-round event
began today with a shotgun start at 9 a.m.
Murray State, which is fielding two separate squads, currently holds first and se(
ond in the nine-team event.
MSU's first group leads the way after a
first-round total of 328, five shots ahead of
the MSU Gold team with a 333. Tennessee

Tech is in third at 337, while Southwest 76 in her first competitive round with the
Missouri State is currently fourth at 339.
Lady Racers.
Pace leads the way for MSU while.- Nikki
Eastern Kentucky shot a
342 for fifth place, while Orazine is currently tied for seventh after a
Western Kentucky is in sixth round of 83. Ashley Kclbough is tied for
with 352: followed by 10th with an 84, Stephanie Baskey is tied
Cincinnati in seventh (354), for 15th with an 85 and Santie Koch is
EKU Maroon in eighth (380) tied for 17th with an 86.
and Tennessee State in ninth
For the MSU Gold squad, Kelly Wren is
(447).
tied for fifth with a round of 81, while
Steenbergen led the MSU Julie Bennett is tied for 23rd with an 88
Gold team with a blistering and Kim Ark is tied for 29th with a 90.
score in tough conditions
MSU is playing without reigning Ohio
Steenbergen with temperatures near freez- Valley Conference Player of the Year Cuyler
ing and a strong north wind.
Hedley, who is expected to miss the first
Pace is tied for second with a first-round two tournaments of the spring with a wrist

Lakers
From Page 6
points, nine rebounds and four
assists, playing a key role in the
Lakers' 25-of-51 shooting from the
field.
"Seth's tough to handle inside
if you don't double him," said
CCHS head coach Terry Birdsong.
"And I know a lot of post players _would _love to have Mitch on
one side, Jimmy on the other and
Terry in the middle to get the ball
to if they're open."
Birdsong, whose team will face
Second District champion Heath
(23-4) — a 62-48 winner over
Ballard Memorial Monday — in
Friday's 6 p.m. regional semifinal, liked how his troops handled
Hickman's various defensive looks.
"We figured they would come

at us with some kind of junk
defense, whether it be a box-andone or a triangle-and-two,- but we
feel we have three or four kids
that can step in and shoot it."
Birdsong said. "They didn't play
us man and they clogged up the
middle, so we had to take what
they gave us.
"We heard all kinds of rumors
about (McClure's) hand — everything except that it was cut off.
But he wasn't going to let a sprained
thumb deter his performance."
Brandon Mason had a game-high
19 points and seven rebounds for
the Falcons, who went 18-of-4
from the floor and 5-of-11 from
behind the arc.
But while Hickman's Jeremy
Grimmitt (nine points) was held

'Breds pitcher
collects honor Barnhart ponders

He is averaging 11.85 strikeouts
per nine innings and three K's
per walk.
In his last outing, he claimed
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— Ken- easy sell to the next coach, because
the win in Murray State's 18-1
tucky athletics director Mitch Barn- it will be a great chance for them
rout of visiting Wright State Sunhart understands the challenge to "grow it their own way."
day at Reagan Field, allowing
ahead as he ponders whom to hire
Mattox spent 13 years at Kenone unearned run on four hits,
as the school's next women's bas- tucky, the first four as an assisstriking out seven and walking two
ketball coach.
tant to men's coach Rick Pitino.
in five innings of sVork.
"We've got a lot of work to Mattox was the first woman to serve
Murray State visits Memphis
do on all fronts," Barnhart said as a bench assistant for a Divitoday for its first road game of
Monday. "We haven't won any- sion I men's team.
the season. The Thoroughbreds
thing besides men's championships
Mattox served as the school's
then return home for a four-game
since 1954."
assistant athletics director for one
serislAgainst former OVC mem----Barnhart--said—he—has—a--short-—year..-before-she- replacert momen's
ber Akron, kicking off on Frilist of candidates to replace coach Sharon Fanning in 1995.
day at 2 p.m. at Reagan Field.
Bernadette Mattox, who resigned
"I know this was a very diffiSunday after eight seasons. He cult decision for Bernadette," Barnsaid he will probably wait until hart said. "She is a person of high
after the end of the season to character and has made many posannounce his decision.
itive contributions to UK athletics
Mattox went 91-135 at Ken- and our university community."
tucky after an 11-16 record this
Mattox's best season was 1999,
season. The Wildcats won only 28 when her Wildcats won a schoolSoutheastern Conference games in record seven SEC games and
ST. LOUIS (AP) — After sur- make a statement," forward Michael Mattox's tenure, but Barnhart said advanced to the NCAA Tournaviving a pair of close games, Lindeman said. "We knew we playing in the nation's most com- ment for the first time since 1991.
petitive league should be a "plus
Creighton won the Missouri Val- could play better."
Kentucky went 15-14 the next
year, but went only 34-57 over
ley Conference tournament with
Meanwhile, Southern Illinois and a challenge."
He said Kentucky should be an Mattox's final three seasons.
ease.
missed 17 of its first 18 shots.
The Bluejays got 20 points from
Larry House and took advantage
of horrendous first-half shooting
by top-seeded Southern Illinois to
romp in the championship game
with an 80-56 victory on Monday
night.
"Tonight, we proved who is the
best in the Valley," House said.
"It was no letup' for us, from start
to finish."
The 19th-ranked Bluejays (294) were the second seed in the
tournament after losing 70-62
March 1 at Southern-Illinois (24.6), the regular-season champion
the last two years. Creighton struggled in its first two tournament
games, a pair of one-point victories over Indiana State and Wichita State, but put it all together to
win the tournament championship
' for the fourth time in five seasons.
"We didn't play well the first
two games, and we wanted to
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. — Murray State senior left-hander Craig
Ringwald was named Ohio Valley Conference Pitcher of the
Week for games through Sunday.
Ringwald is the first in the conference to earn the weekly honor
this season.
Ringwald earned the award
after allowing no earned runs
over 10 1-3 innings. ,
In three appearances thus far
this season. _he is 2-1 with a
1.32 ERA and 18 strikeouts and
six walks over 13 2-3 innings.

women's program

cluded with back-to-back strikes
from deep by Adams and McClure.
Barrow closed the half with a
17
8
Hickman County
32
50
stickback for a 28-17 gap. and
Calloway County
13
28
47
71
Adams' two third-quarter triples
Hickman County (50) — Mason 19 Gnmmin 9, Burgess 8, Pruitt 7 Blalock 4. C00pushed the edge to 41-27 with
ley 2, Weatherford 1, Behrens. Black,
3:50 left in the frame. To that
Brazzell. Byassee, Glasco Rushing, Turnpoint. Calloway had made nine 3er FG: 18-41 3-point FG: 5-11 (Grimmitt
pointers and six 2-point shots.
3, Pruitt, Mason) FT: 9-14 Rebounds: 32
Record: 16-12
Futrell closed the third period
Calloway County (71) — McClure 18. Barwith
a lob to Barrow for another
row 15, Adams 13, Bynum 12 Futrell 7.
buzzer-beater before scoring seven
Streetman 2. Walker 2, Wyatt 2, Anderson.
Crouch, N Jones, R Jones, Welter. White
consecutive points early in the
FG: 25-51 3-point FG: 10-21 IMcClure 4,
Lakers' 24-point fourth quarter.
Adams 3, Bynum 2. Futrell) FT: 11-12
CCHS' defense held Hickman
Rebounds: 29 Record: 17-11
County 10 points under their averto three second-half 3-pointers, age for the year. The Falcons had
Calloway took the early advan- been allowing 55.5 points per contage as Barrow found McClure for test.
long-range bombs that sandwiched
"We gave up a few backdoors,
McClure's feed to Bynum for a maybe two or three, but our rotatrifecta and a 9-2 lead.
tion was pretty good," said
A
Barrow
putback
and McClure, noting that the 94-foot
McClure's fastbrealc dish to Bynum Murray State floor helps the Lakproduced a 13-6 margin, and the ers' pressing, trapping style. "PlayLakers owned a 26-12 cushion at ing on a bigger floor is to our
the 2:54 mark of the second quar- advantage because we like to runter as Adams spotted Bynum for and-gun, and Coach said he thought
three to start a 13-2 run that con- we had fresh legs."
"WV
LAKERS 71
Hickman County 50

, Attention All Cheerleaders I
in 3rd - 8th Grades
McBride's Gymnastics announces

Murray Elite All-Stars
Cheerleading
Gliek et.

Creighton rips SIU
to win MVC title
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Clinic Date: Thurs., March 13 5 p.m.
Tryouts: Saturday, March 15
at McBride's Gymnastics
For more information visit our weitsits at
www.mumayelite.com or call 761-2305

one straight-A student.
two working parents.

three months until college.

It's as easy as a UPHome Equity Line.

One simple application. Endless possibilities.

Pujols inks
new deal
JUPITER, Fla. (AP)
St.
Louis Cardinals left fielder Albert
Pujols agreed Monday to a
$900,000, one-year contract.
The deal for the 2001 NL Rookie of the Year is the highest oneyear contract for a major league
player with less than three years
of major league service who was
not eligible for salary arbitration.
In addition to his salary, Pujols
would get a 550,000 bonus for making the NL All-Star team.
Pujols has a .321 average over
the last two seasons with 71 home
runs and 257 RBIs, and he finished second to Barry Bonds last
year in NL MVP voting after bat
ting .314 with 34 homers and 127
RBIs.
He did not play Monday, but
has a 10-game spring training hitting 'streak. He has four homers,
four doublet and 15 RBIs during
the exhibition.
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• Tax-deductible interest*
• Prime rate for the life of the loan
• No closing costs
• Credit-card or check access

What are you waiting for?
Visit your nearest Union Planters office,
call 1-800-860-9971,
or visit www.unionplanters.com,
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Learning
Tuesday, March 11, 2003

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

TELLING IT LIKE IT IS ... Ruth Ann Harrell, left, welcomes students and educators to the Talk
to Terrific Teachers panel discussion as -part of Monday's Future Educators of America
Regional Conference at Murray State University's Curris Center. Shown behind Harrell are panelists, center, Dr. Eric Umstead, assistant professor for the MSU Department of Adolescent,
Career and Special Education, and Dr. Robert Lyons, assistant professor for the MSU
Department of Educational Studies, Leadership and Counseling. Also on the panel were Shirley
Massie,lecturer and director for the MSU Center for Middle School Academic Achievement,and
Monica Feiler, adjunct professor. Around 135 students from approximately 15 schools in the
region attended Monday's conference, the first of its kind to be held at MSU.
photo provided

WINNERS ... Murray High School FBLA winners pose with awards from the Region I Leadership
Conference on March 3.

Way with
words

Murray FBLA students win
awards at regional competition
Martin, first, International Business.
In addition. Holly Gibbs received third place in the
McCann Scholarship and Shannon Coursey received
first in the Eugene H. Smith Scholarship. Shannon also
was third in the Ms. Future Business Leader competition and was one of nine nominees from the conference
for Who's Who in FBLA.
Any student who places in the top three at regionals
automatically qualifies for the state competition in
Louisville in May. To be in FBLA, a student must be
enrolled in a business class at MHS. Those classes
include Keyboarding & Computer Apps., Accounting I
or II, Multimedia Publishing, Business Law, Financial
Services (The Tiger Bank), or Electronic Office. Amy
McDowell is the FBLA adviser.

Thirty-three Murray High School students attended
the Region I Leadership Conference for the Future
Business Leaders of American (FBLA), held Monday,
March 3rd at Murray State University. The leadership
conference annually attracts over 700 FBLA members,
advisers, and special guests from the west Kentucky
region.
The Murray chapter was recognized at the conference for contributing to the State Scholarship Fund.
Students winning awards in individual competitions
were Chris Bradley, second, Accounting IL_Shelly
Martinez,. first, Impromptu Speaking; Austin Carter,
first, Public Speaking; Alison Rashid, first, Introduction
to Business Communications; Shae Burgess and
Lindsey Barnett, second, Desktop Publishing; and Dec

Ledger & Times Photo

...
POETS
PUBLISHED
Calloway County Middle
School's representatives in
the 2003 edition of the
"Anthology of Poetry by
Young Americans" are, from
left, Zach Underhill; Alex
Norsworthy; Grant Barrow;
Jennifer Vincent; Danielle
Pritchett and Jessica Torsak.
Not shown: Allyson Miller.

Calloway County STLP prepares for 21st Century
STLP stands for Student Technology Leadership case of technology during the Kentucky
Program. Its mission is to advance the individual Technology Leadership Conference(KTLC). Few
capabilities: to motivate all students; and to create students are chosen to be representatives at the state
leadership opportunities through the use of technol- conference.
Chosen as Cyber-Reporters are Will Sampson
ogy. STLP was established in 1994. More than 900
schools in Kentucky participate in SUP Students and Chaz Robinson. Both students are freshman at
train others to integrate and use technology. Calloway County High School. This is the second
Students gain technology, communication and year for Will and Chaz to be chosen to attend the
teaming skills; schools' tphnical needs are being state conference. Cyber-Reporters are given a role
met: and communities are impacted by the projects. as a journalist, photojournalist, or videographer.
SUP benefits all involved and empowers our They were judged at the regional competition on
Kentucky students to be leaders in the 21st century. the quality of their reporting.
Kim Dyer and Shanna Spann were chosen as
Recently, the Calloway County High School,
Middle School, and two Elementary Schools par- Conference Associates. Conference Associates
ticipated in the Regional STLP showcase held at assist others at KTLC. work the registration booth,
Murray State University. Out of the twelve school run the CyberC@fe. plus other duties as assigned.
Along with attending the state conference, Will
districts and hundreds of SUP students, Calloway
County High School had four students chosen to Sampson and Chaz Robinson are student representatives on the state slip council. The council
attend the state showcase.
The state level is not a competition, but a show- meets with Elaine Harrison to discuss SUP and

make suggestions. This is the first time for our district to be represented on the council. Chaz and
Will both say STLP has been a great experience.
"I've learned different aspects of technologydigital editing, power point, digital photos, and
minor networking," Sampson said. "I've also
learned how to make impressive presentations to a
group using technology."
"I've been involved since the 4th grade,"
Robinson said. "The greatest thing about the program is being able to use the skills to help fellow
students and teachers."
Calloway County Middle School STLP
Coordinator Vicki Ragsdale likes how gru is
available for any student, not just elite groups.
"Any student that's working on technology,
that's enhancing working with their teachers on a
project, or wants to do something for the community--any kid that's geared in that direction is a member of snz" Ragsdale said.

MES schedules kindergarten registration
Today, Murray Elementary
School welcomes next year's new
kindergarten students and their parents at its annual Kindergarten/P1
Registration.
The event is scheduled from 6
p.m. to 7:15 p.m.
It's important for any child who
who turns five years old on or before
October 1, 2003, to attend.
For the kids, there's a scavenger
hunt that sends them through the Pj-

2 classrooms so that, next August,
they'll come into a familiar place.
They'll get to chat with the teachers
too.
After filling out the registration
forms parents will be free to ask
questions and visit the classrooms
along with their ekildren.
To speed up the registration
process, parents may pick up registration packets at MES during school
hours. Parents are to bring the corn-

pleted packet with them to
Registration.
They'll also need to bring a copy
of their child's birth certificate (one
with a state seal, not a hospital one);
their child's social security number; a
record of the child's immunizations
on a KY immunization certificate
and their child.
Children enrolled in preschool
through Murray Preschool/Head
Start in Alexander Hall, the Willis

Center, the Ruby Simpson Center
should attend Registration. They will
receive their packet from the preschool.
Because construction is taking
place at the front entry of Murray
Elementary, parents are asked to
enter by way of the parking lot. At
the back of the building, the letters
MES identify the school; the interim
"front door" is is to the left of the

Mr Tuxedo®
"Our Name Says
It All"

GET A
GREAT
PRICE ON
PROM
TUXEDOS

Photo courtesy of Carol Chapman/MES

MEETING AND GREETING ... Wendell Benningfield meets
with a parent prior to the reception held in honor of his
becoming interim principal at Murray Elementary School
March 3. Benningfield is filling the position left vacant by the
departure of longtime principal Eleanor Mills when she
accepted the assistant supertintendent's position of the
Murray Independent Schools System.
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Front Door looking
liffie Drab?

#4*

We carfy a large selection of
fashion-forward frames
for prescription lenses
and sunglasses.
Tow Primary Eyecare Provider
Or, Kevin M. Adams,0.0.

Eyecare
Specialties

Located Inside Allison Photography

759-2500

.607 S. 4th St. *753-8809

308 S -12th St • Murray

Spruce it up and welcome Spring with one of our beautiful

Spring Wreaths!
spr
• New Shipment Topiaries
—

RED BARN
CARDEN SHOPPI
"fire .1,16eI 14.1,W LIVigkpe S40,

4 Minutes From
Murray on 94 W.

•Spring Arrangements
• and New Florals
•New Candles
Arriving Weekly
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5
Mon.-Sat. 10-5

,v1f.
redbarngifts.comirork
p
435-4770

•
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ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate aalscrtistd herein is subie‘t to the Federal Fair
Housing' Ast a.hnh makes it illegal to adsertise an preterrrxr
linutation or dissronination based on ria,e okir rchabun. ira
hanukap. lamilal SIaIU sc nainatal origin in weenroa K ink
an, h perk-ferny
,lonnewns or di.rimrnatioli

IACOYeetise,s are requested is chech the rust
inserhon or thee ads tor any error Murray
Ledger A Times *A be responsible tor only one
incorrect inseflion Any error shooedsto
be woeed immediately so corrections can be made

Star law • tortnddis,rirninatton ii the sale rental or adversarial
real estate based A ta,iots in addition is,Ow,prorek led under fed
eral Lie

AD DEADLINES
Monday

Fri 11

a.m.

Vte will nit knov.ingl) &Lep an!, ads raising 1,4 real,
t dAit vt, h.h
is in 11.1aspoil of the law All persons are beret's informed that all
deellinys ad%ertised are a,ailable on an equal
,tpportunit), basis

Mon 11 a.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Mon 5 p.m.

Thursday

Wed 11 a.m.

Friday

For further w.sist.uwe with Fall Housing Ads earwig
reporemeeiy, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Maim,
1701) MA-1000

Wed 5 p.m_

Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Matsit
•00411.1,4•1•

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile some Lpts For Rent
Business Remits
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470

480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
17.25 Column Inch,60', Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
'All I Ads Must Hun Within tti flov Period

92.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 1.10 per word per day.
SIM extra for Shopper 'Mon lasaunda go into Shopping 1..natie, $2 ID
for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
020

MEN1101111
In Loving Memo--- -.
of
James C. Lamb
March 11,2001

010

I Love You Daddy

I need you today dear Daddy of mine
Like the flowers need the rain
And the grape needs it vine
I need you here with me.
to see me through
Like the clouds need the sky
And the morning the dew
Like the bee needs the flower
or a boat needs its sail

Immediate
part-time
opening for
Indoor retail
sales position
at local
business.
EiLte rate wage phi

coMmission. Grear
for retired or sent
retired motivated
person. Basic
computer
knowledge helpful.
N). Box 63
Murray. KY

050
Lost and Found

So I will cherish each memory of the past
For my love doesn't end
It's my love that will last.

MURRAY Calloway County Need Line Inc is seeking a Part Time person.
Monday-Friday, 25 hours
per week Successful Candidates must possess
Just give us a call, we'll
Strong interpersonal combe glad to help,
munication skills, both oral
Here at the
and written Computer and
Ledger & Times.
office experience a plus.
and have a true desire to
Call 753-1916
make a difference in others lives
FOUND: Female, part ter- Apply at Need Line
rier, white w/light brown
804 Story Ave
spots. found near airport.
Murray, KY 42071
753-8816.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

We love and miss you Dad,
Shirley, Carolyn, Debbie & Dan nv

020
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
Murray Independent School District
Finance Corporation
There will be a special meeting of the

Murray Independent School District Finance
Corporation immediately following the regular meeting of the Murray Independent
Board of Education on Thursday, March 13,
2002, 7:00 p.m. The meeting will be held at.
the Carter Administration Build-trig, 2
13th Street, Murray, KY.
The purpose of the meeting is to consider
adopting a resolution authorizing the
issuance of school building refunding revenue bonds for school building purposes.
Agenda items are as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Help Wanted

Send resume to

I need you here with me.
I need you to love
But so did your Father
The one up above

Notice

CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History
Limited number available
Call now to purchase
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870
753-4054
NOW forming 8-ball league for Monday nights 4
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

I need to hear a story or a funny talc

020

060
Notice

FULL time position with
large Murray church Responsible for building and
grounds
maintenance
DISPATCHER
wanted, Must
be dependable and
Broker experience • reable to perform basic required Carrier and Cuspairs Competitive salary,
tomer tollovang. _a_ plus.
no
heatth
insurance
Salary DOE Please Call
Please send application to
(270) 628-3620 or fax rePO Box 1040-F, Murray,
sume to (270) 628-3767
KY 42071
060

Help Wanted

FOOD & NUTRITIONAL SERVICES
SUPERVISOR
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a Food & Nutritional Services
Supervisor. Must have a minimum of 1
year experience in management of a
dietary operation, scheduling and computer skills. Prefer experience in healthcare
and certified in dietary management.
HCHC offers an excellent benefit and
salary package. Interested candidates
should send resume or apply in person.

Call to Order
Approve Officers
Consider Resolution
Adjourn

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Equal Opportunity Employer

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 14th

POSITION AVAILABLE

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5-9 p.m.
Sunday 12-8 p.m.
Closed Wed.

BUS DRIVERS

354-6521

:
THE BOOK RACK

I

26 YEARS IN MURRAY
Used Paperback
For Trade & Sale

raiTHI.1

• New Non-Fiction •
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

753-4821
Mon -Fri 9-30-5
Sat 9-30-4
mosimmosr

-0

The Calloway County Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for Bus
Drivers. All applicants must have a high
school diploma or GED, be at least 21 years
of age, in good physical condition, and have
a valid Kentucky driver's license. In addition, each applicant is required to have or be
willing to obtain a CDL license. Hourly compensation begins at $9.12. Fringe benefits
including health insurance, life insurance,
and county retirement will be provided to all
full-time employees. Applications for this
position may be obtained at the Calloway
County Board of Education. 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Should you
have specific questions, please call 7627322. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

Help Wanted

F

060

060
Help Wanted

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR
RESORT
CAMPGROUND,Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek, needs
outside maintenance man capable of leadership.
good health, general cleaning, mowing, weed eating,
taking care of restrooms, pool and treatment plant.
SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR MARINA, needs outside dock person, good health, fishing & boating
knowledge. ALSO - store clerks inside Marina storecash register, calculator experience - fishing & boating knowledge helpful. All positions must be able to
work weekends and holidays as scheduled - retirees
welcome- seasonal work. Call Monday thru Friday 9
to 4 only, for application and interview schedule
270/35-1-6568

AG/TOBACCO WORKERS
NEEDED
5/15/03 - 12116/03
7/15/03 - 12/16/03
Wage, min. of $7.20 and/or $8.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. All
—tools will be- provided at no cost.Tree"Tiousirir
provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence paid
when 50'4 of contract is met. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.
CASH Management SuDRIVER
Do What You Were Hired pervisor. Murray State
University position to begin
To Do Drive
not Load
Earn up to 380 cpm No March 2002 QualificaLoading or Unloading, No tions: Four year college
Forced NE or Canada degree in the area of BusiGuaranteed Home Policy. ness along with three
2000 or newer Conven- years minimum of signifitionals 1 yr OTR exp . 23 cant experience in the
yrs old Class A CDL handling of cash and credit
w/HazMat required Owner card transactions and supervisory experience is reOperators
Welcome
Knowledge of
$1500 Sign-on Bonus for a quired
Limited Time Only PTL 1- bookkeeping,
business
communication (oral and
800-848-0405
written). computers (netLPN. RN. MA, or Phlebot- work and mainframe enviomist Must have blood ronments). and Microsoft
drawing experience Mo- Office computer software
bile Insurance exams in and general office equipMurray area Send resume ment is needed Responto PO Box 2481 Evans- sibilities: process inquiville, IN 47728 Fax 812- ries and provides informa473-3151
1-800-456- tion on graduate. undergraduate and non-student
0403
accounts to internal and
external constituents InFRIEDMAN'S
Jewelers
now accepting applications sure adequate internal
for Full and Part time controls exist over cash
riot only in the Cashier's
Sales Previous Jewelry
experience desired but Office but also monitors
procedures in other dewill train Apply in person
partments Process payat the Shoppes of Murray
ments received for tuition
Central Location
fees, room, board plus
PAGLIAI'S Pizza and Ital- non-accounts receivable
ian Restaurant since 1972. cash transmittals Superviis accepting applications sion of the Student Acfor Servers and Pizza count Representatives and
Makers
All applicants student workers Applicamust apply at Pagliars 970 tion Deadline: March 21,
Chestnut Street
753- 2003 To Apply: Send let2975
ter of application, resume.
and contact information for
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
three references to Cash
Now Hiring
Management Supervisor
Very Friendly People'
Search. Murray State Uni*Waitresses
versity. 200 Sparks Hall,
•Day Time Prep
Murray. KY 42071 Wom'Day Time Hot Bar
en
and minorities are enApply in person
couraged to apply Murray
Mon thru Fri 2-4
State University is an
DEPENDABLE Waitresses equal education and emat Cypress Springs Resort ployment
opportunity
Call for appointment 436- M/F/D. AA employer
5496

Law Office of

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including:
BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752
THIS IS AN ADVERTISFNIENT

Check us out on the Web!

The Purchase Area Development District(PADD) is accepting applications for an individual with credit lending capabilities to work as a
business development specialist in a team atmosphere with an
expanding business loan department. Responsibilities include, but
are not limited to: assisting businesses in the lending process with
strong credit skills and a solid understanding of cortnercial loan
analysis, processing/compiling loan applications, preparing closing
'documents, servicing and portfolio management, and curriculum
development for workshops and seminars. A bachelor's degree in a
business related field is required. Salary is commensurate based
upon experience. The PADD offers an attractive compensation package and a challenging career opportunity. Send resume and cover to
PADD, Business Lending Dept., P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066.
Applications will be accepted until position is filled. The PADD is an
EOE.

LPN needed Part-time in
Medical Office Send Resume with references to:
Allergy & Asthma Clinic of
W KY 2957 US. Hwy
641 N Murray, KY 42071
MCTA seeks Part-time
driver 753-9725
PT Housekeeping Aids
needed for seasonal resort
east of Murray Candidates must be dependable available for Saturday
hours,and have reliable
car (270) 436-2345

155
Help Wanted

Applianals

SERVALL is now
taking applications
for the position of,
Reception/Secretary.
Apply in penion.
1604 St. Rt. 121 N.

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1733

160
SMALL company needs
OTR driver, home weekNome Furnishings
ends sometime weekdays,
average
2.500
miles, FURNITURE for sale
$650 00 week Must have Love seat recliner, coffee
2 years OTR experience. table, end table, slate/ top
25 years old, no accidents table child, like new 759Call (270)767-0191
0124

VISA

320
Apartments For Rent

I

1BR, 1 bath 11-2 blocks
from MSU $195 plus
deposit No pets References required Daytime753-3949 ABH- 759-3050
2 Bedroom apartment
$260 per month. $200
deposit, some utilities
paid WD available No
pet 767-9037
2 BR Duplex. good neigh-

$$ Rented $S

2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR. near MSU. W1D.
090
090
$350 month + deposit. 213
Domestic & Childcare
Domestic & Childcare
S 16th #3, 753-6194, 7520296
2BR Duplex -C/H/A •
Coleman RE 759-4118
4 new lbr Apts on Brooklyn Dr University Heights
4/Childcare
All appliances fully furnishOffering a Christian Educational Curriculum
ed. 6 or 12 month tease
and a warm loving environment
$375 Deposit Available
Accepting Applications
April 1st Call or leave
message (270)435-4382
Beginning Feb. 24, 2003
4br, Diuguid Drive Cole6wks to 5 yrs
man RE 759-4118.
Please Call for more information
A home for the elderly.
thats like a home away
Director Sheila Scott
from home, personalized
(Ms Sheila)
care for your individual
case. prices start much
2 pc Leather Living Room
below Nursing homes Of
suite & 1 Recliner, all
assisted living home
all
Hunter Green $800 00
today for an appoint
Coffee
Also
Table
&
2
end
A-1 House Cleaning Call
(2_70) 247-0111
tables. $150.00. Call (270)
irrida 759-9553
DUPEE X -clearr & e
759-9404.
D'S Housecleaning
rated in quiet area near
*60" Phillips Big Screen
University & grocery, appli753-3802
TV $1,300
ances $375 per month
WE do housecleaning
"Old Buffet $100
753-8096
please call 753-1016
'Matching Table & Chairs
120
EXTREMELY
nice 2 Bed$100
Computers
room Townhouse & Du270) 339-6789
plex Coleman RE 759210
4118
MDM COMPUTERS
Firewood
A+ Certified Technician
FORREST View ApartOn site service
ments 1213 N 16th St
FIREWOOD 489-2989
759.3556
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses. basic
Musical
Want to Buy
rent $345/ month Call
753-1970 Leave MesA full size Hammond Orsage Equal Housing OpCASH paid for
gan with external speakers
portunity
good used guns
in very good condition
Benson Sporting Goods.
$1,000.00 Call 753-0835
NEW 2br. 1 bath all appli519S 12th, Murray
ances furnished including
'BALDWIN Acrosonic
ELECTRIC
heaters, air Piano
W/D $490. per month
$950
conditioners used carpet'Antique
Steck
Baby 759-3781
ing.
refrigerators
and Grand Piano
$6.000
NICE 2br furnished apt
stoves 753-4109
"Console Piano $450
CM/A Close to MSU
WANT to buy Junk Car
(270) 339-6789
Coleman RE 759-4118
and Trucks Call (270)

OPENING SOON
11 Higher Praise Christian
Learning Center

753-2777

474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
days a week.
WANTED Riding Mowers
that need work 436-2867
150
Articles
For Sale
COZ Umel Mexico, 4
nights, round trip from
Nashville. March 17-March
21 $800.753-5983
DISH NETWORK
America's top 50 channels
for $24 99 Price guaranteed until January 2005
Why not put the extra
money you pay cable in
your pocket'? Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite for
more information at 7590901

1984 Champion 14x60
$6.000 Call (270)3822642

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Cali Today!
753-8668.

SINGLE
trailer,
nice
Refrigerator
$3 000 00
good condition S10000
767-0928
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage. appliances
furnished, 1 year lease 1
month deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

2 Bedroom No pets 753
9866 For rent or sale
320
Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom apartment near
MSU. No pets 753-5980

1 Bedroom apartments, all
appliances at the Oaks
Washer & Apartments Coleman RE
FRIGIDAIRE
Dryer new commercial 759-4118
grade, heavy duty $499
Rocker recliner blue S175 1 OR 2br apts near downCall 270-226-9083 after town Murray starting at
S200/mn 751-4109.
4pm
1 year old 3 Bedroom. 2
*LOWRY Organ $200 00
Bath, All appliance &
96
Dodge
Intrepid Washer & Dryer
12701
$3,500 00
753-7903 or 753-7813
*Large Entertainment Cen1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
ter $50 00
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
'Washer $100 00
902 Northwood Dr
.94
House
Trailer
Monday,
$6000 00
Wednesday. Friday
'Gas Heater $75 00
Phone 759-4984
474-2540
Equal Housing
unity
O
N 1P-1:3
TOO 11-800-6.48-6
8(3
00
11
056
NEXX home phone service as seen on TV Limit- 1-2 3br apts furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
ed free* Long Distance
Call Nexx @ (270) 247- 753-0606
2278
1-6DRM apt Available late
March Clean walk to
'SOFA & Chair
mst 7,51-20R4
•2 Recliners
1 br apartment, furnished
*Stereo & Records
and all utilities paid $285
*Sofa Table
month plus deposit Near
'White Carpet 14x21
downtown 753-3646
*Brass Mirrors
1BR apt available, all ap'Pictures
pliances furnished Mur753-8004
Cal Fiealty. 7534444.
ott
4

Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, C/H/A, Washer & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
or 527-8174
3 Bedroom. 1 Bath, furnished, all appliances, less
than 2 years old Call 7539997 or (270) 653-3509 for
appointment

Bruno thanked his lucky
stars for the dynamite
apartment he found
in the

Ledger armies
Classifieds

270-753-1916
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320
Apartments For Rent

1[

320
Apartments For Rent

320
44,airnents For Rent

Apartments For Rent

1

320
Apartments For Rent

Your Home Itnpfavernetif Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

geti;rernera- jiLotticb b& affordable

Roofing Metal
direct.

We now manufacture. Buy

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

"'VW Specialize in Cleritiarx
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

cc-#ne

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

toatkw/ray

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

440 Utterback Road
Retirement Apartments
for Senior Adults

Accepting applications
Tuesday,March 18,2003
10 AM to 3 PM
Murray First United Methodist Church
503 Maple Street
Murray,Kentucky

For information call
Wesley Housing Corporation
at901-325-7800

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Founturn Sulee 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A FPon nt

TOM (1?VANCE
GENERAL

380
Pets & Supplies

Houses For Rent

Farms For Sale

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

ger & Imes

Pets & Supplies
AKC German Sheppard
Guard dog Black & Red
Proven
stud
$350
(731)642-3960
AKC German Sheppard 14
' to 16 weeks old all German line, very nice $350.
(7311642-3960
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

Real Estate
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

Lots For Sale

TWO LOTS
FOR SALE
B-3 ZONE
206/208 E. Poplar
Phone # On Signs

Public Sale
- 111r — lir — Ir • • w
— lr — W l••W - 1

II

loommr . W'— 111 lir W

111

ma etirriril•emetrig.- ..--.....egirsOe.-m
in -. 111.'
.
- .A.- 1.'-JEILIE L in
..1i i IA MI '
- & -,4111 la. .
(

F.ABLIW

4%UC
TsIOW )

Sataarailey, 11101earcra 15th, 2003I
At 10:00 A.M. Regardless Of Weather
fierG, /lax, Sclar-rsclic

Near Paris, Tennessee
F rom The West Side Of Paris, TN. At The Intersection Of Hwy
69 & Hwy 54 At The Co-Op Farm Store,Take Hwy 54 West 1.8
Miles To Old Drestien Hwy, Proceed Northwest 1:2 Mite!!
TRACTORS:JD 7600 Power Clued, Cat & Air 3783 Hrs. 20 842R 1 Dls. 2 Remotes. Air Ride Seat, 10 Fri Wts SN H008016 •
JO 7200 Power Quad Cab & Air 4860 Hrs.20 8-38R1 Rubber, 2
Remotes Air Ride Seat. SN H002884 Offered Separate & With
ML 10000 Attach Loader COMBINE-HEADS-ETC:JD 7720
w/FIr AstLike New 24 5-32 Rubber. Chopper, Low Hrs, SN
X559194 • JD 643 Oil Bath Lo Profile C,ornhead • JD 220 Flex
Platform/New Poly Shields, Reel Fingers • Eze-Trail 672 Header
Trailer FIELD EQUIP JD 576 Round Baler wCoveredge Net
Wrap, Mega Wide Hyd Pickup. Monitor, Used 2 Seasons'• NH
855 Round Baler • NH 1431 Disc Bine, 13 Cut. Center Pivot
Hitch • NH 411 Disc Bine, 10' Cut • NI 5407 Disc Mower • Krone
KWT 8 Spool 3 Pt Hyd Fold 34 Hay Tedder "Same As New"• JD
704 Pull 12 Wheel Hyd Fold Wheel Rake • NH 256 Rake • Heavy
Duty Round Bale 4 Wheel Hay Wagon wAircraft Tires • JD 7240
MaxEmerge2 Vacumeter 11 Unit Planter • AC 333 No Till 11 Unit
Planter • JD 8200 Double Disc 21 Yale Grain Drill w.Small Seed
Attach • JD 630 Disc. 22, 9" Spacing wi-larrcse • IH 496 Disc
25'. 9' Spacing •JD 335 Disc 18' • Brillion 25' Hyd Fold
Cultimulcher • W&A 18' Hyd Fold Do All • Killbros 475 Grain Cart
w,Weight Scale • Westfield 10" & 8" Transport 61 Swing Augers
• 7' Box Blade • 5000 Gal Poly 8X14 Tank • 10 000 Gal Fuel
Tank *Pump • 500 Gal Fuel Tank • Probe Hay Tester • Aqua
Blast 9 HP Pressure Washer • Farm Misc TRUCKS AND
TRAILERS: 89 Int 8300 Conventional Road Tractor, Cummins
Eng.9 Spd Twin Screw 22 5 Rubber • 89 Freightliner
Conventional Tri Axle Grain Truck, 425 Eng, 13 Spd Twin Screw
22 Wheeler Bed 8 HOrSt. 72' Sides, Swing Hinge Tail Gates
Roll Tarp • Arrow 38 Hopper Btm Grain Trailer • Hobbs 28 Steel
Dump Trailer • Daco 48. Drop Deck Trailer wAlumRamps .
8X20 Bumper Hitch Flat Trailer
For Info Contact Mr. Ben Schrock At
731-571-1120,Cel I Or 731-644-2593, Home
This Will Be An Open Sale For Farm Machinery Consignments'
Reps Will Be On The Farm Friday. March 14th For Check-In!
Corn* Prepared To Find More Than Advertised!
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE - MOMENT ILAMt LETTERS A MOST!

JAMES R. CASH

RC

'CI

E AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
TN LIG * 930• TN FIRM•2281

! Call For arnen....-p

Kb

wwve.,rantesrcasn.carn

402,404 S 6th Street.
Great rental investment,
recently updated with (2)
living quarters 753-8181:
753-0589

Used Cars

Used Trucks

1995 Ford Contour, sharp
car, good gas mileage.
$2,950 753-4519

2000 Ford F-150 Extend
Cab 4dr. short bed, V-8,
Auto, 68,xxx miles. Priced
$11,750. 759-1457

2002 Saturn SC2. int./ext.
excellent condition, low
miles, 14K. OBO. 4365777.
94 Taurus GS,
4-door,3L. 77K
759-0820
95' Mustang
$4,000.00
121,xxx miles,
Excellent Condition,
5-speed. V-6. New tires &
Battery, CD, Power seats
& Windows,
Sharp Car, Great Buy.
753-3273.

Vans
2000 Chevy Astro Van
45.xxx miles, $12,500
OBO. 759-4909

Check us out
on the web!.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

2000 Silvered° 2500 ext.
cab, LS, 2WD, power,
cruise, CD, 42,XXX miles,
$19,995.436-6290.
70 Chevy step side
$3,000.
94 Taurus needs transmission S500.00.492-6222
96 F250 4X4, Heavy Duty
Truck, 410 gear ratio, C-6
transmission, 351 engine.
$5,800 (270) 767-9761
Day or Night.
Campers

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

LOTS FOR SALE

• Basement• and Crass Ispace Dos Acting
• Roof Drams. Disersions. and Rip Rap Installed
•Septic Sy stems & Sect Imes Installed & Repaired

(2719 75.-1515
4406.

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

o.

Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

BARROW'S
Lawn & Landscaping
Lawn Mowing•Sodding

Visit Our Showroom Today
Ak qv,

cc
•

3:1
Mr 641- 1.1/2 Ihes South of Murray to Tom Terkir Rose ROI 15C0 yards -1)
fll
5
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD• CARPET

ROOF
REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal rubber shingles
For prompt &
proreccional rervice call

759-8705
836-7389
Owner: Landon Barrow 4- -

CARTER
ROOFING

Phone

hauling,
A
affordable
cleaning out garages, attics, gutters. Junk, tree
work 436-5141.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out sheds.
gutters Junk, tree work
Tractor work, landscaping,
plowing prt 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

Cell Phone

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163

Dasid's Home
Improvement

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Water Damaged Floors
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Braces & Floor Joist,
Garages, Pole Barns, MetRemodeling &
Buildings,
Fencing.
al
Looking for a bargain? Here it is Immaculate honk'
Quality Workmanship.
v,ith 2700+ sq. ft. heated and cooled. Central heat &
David Gallimore, Owner
Licensed
air igas & elec.) - lot 96x396 feet - fenced backyard
753-7860 753-1194
Will Do Insurance Work
- 10x16 paneled storage shed - lots of large shade
AAA ELECTRICAL
\',a & MasierLard Accepte
trees - large screened porch - 3 brds - 2 ba. - large livAll Types
ing room - large dining room - craft room - large den,
New services/ remodeling
large lounge-study office - two w/burnitig fireplaces
35 Years Experience
ith mantles - one antique - A must see - best neighall types of carpentry
bors in town. You miss this one you'll cry all the way
work,
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
to your little bungalow. DRIVE BY 513 S.6TH ST.,
including decks
Trimming, removal, stump
MURRAY. COME IN AND TAKE A LOOK Anytime (270)436-6400
grinding, firewood. InsurREALTORS WELCOME. 270-753-0147
AFFORDABLE Mower re- ed. 489-2839
pair, tillers, go carts. etc
HANDYMAN Carpenter
Tuneup
Specials.
All types
PiCkuD/delivery. 436-2867
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
AFFORDABLE Window
753-5848
Treatments. Cushions, PilDonald
Simmons
lows. Home Decor items.
Also offering custom made
HAULING
clothing and monogramCleaning out garages,
ming Sewing by Steven.
sheds, carport atics,
753-6361
and storage
ALL CARPENTRY
Beautiful Georgian Colonial in Desirable Area of Murray
753-2555
Homes,
add
on's,
4600 sq ft lising area plus 3-car garage and large walk-in
Luke Lamb
storage areas. Dining room, kitchen with eat-in area and
garages,
large pantry. living room, family room, study, and large
pole barns, decks,
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
recreation/exercise room. 5+ bedrooms, 3-1/2 baths.
vinyl siding.
PAINTING
1615 The Lane
('all 753-6752 for appointment
Home & Mobile Home
•For all residential and
repair
small commercial
Water damage
painting needs
Larry Nimmo
•Interior
& Exterior
753-9372
'Custom spraying for
753-0353
lawn/patio furniture
ALTERNATOR & Starter
Louver doors shutters
Repairs. Corner of 94E/In*No lob too small
dustrial Rd 339-9358
YOU SHOW US:
•Free estimates
ALUMINUM Vinyl Siding &
•Aserage credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
Please call 753-8858
Trim
Reasonable
rates
WE SHOW YOU:
local labor Honest crews
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible. forgiving program
LINDA Edwards
436-2122
-Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr
Hemming &
BACKVOE & TRUCKING
Minor Alterations
ROY HILL.
435-4021
Gerry Puckett•Jacquelyndfatton •Patty Butler
Septic system. gravel
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
white rock
REFLECTIONS
436-2113
Window Cleaning
Horse
Farm
for
HOUSE &
500
BRANDON'S Outdoor
For all your Cleaning
sale Lynnville KY area
Services.
Used Trucks
needs
382-2600
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
Siding, Decks, Gutters
•Bush Hogging•Tilling
1983 Chevy Blazer. 4WD,
and more
(270)436-5277
Full-size, New Trans, New
753-9682
Used Cars
Mtr $2000 OBO 436- CARPORTS Starting at
2173
$675 installed Roy Hill
1989 Nissan Sentra High
(270)436-2113
1993 Chevrolet Silverado,
miles great campus car,
All Maio( Appliances
CONCRETE Work
4x4 3/4 ton $4,000 obo
must sell $750 00
and Most Major Brands
Driveways, Sidewalks,
492-8755
767-9609
Patios. ect
1997
GMC
Sonoma.
759-3229
door,
step
side,
3rd
On The Square• Murray
Black.
&
looks
1993 Taurus, runs
LAWNS Mowed
1270) 753-1713
85000 miles S.500 Call
good.jr200 748-5382
Call 489-2989
767-9026

731-247-5422\

Global Mortgage Link

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592

0
0

-J

- Service Contracts Available
nntr ampere lumht ape .4 /gran tan.

2

WE DO!Over 374a7E.74.1

270-437-4838

AHART 8a CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

41440

Serving A E T.V & II. Shier /979

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE •VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

Landscape Installation & Maintenance
1993 30 ft Prowler, sleeps
6, $5,900.00. (270) 5276918 after 5:00 p.m.
520
Services Offered

WATERPROOFING
& SEPTIC SYSTEMS

994-0388

Quality References Available

500

450

AKC German Sheppard APPROX 62 Acres with 2
3 Bedroom All kit applian
ces furnished, walk to male 2 1/2 years old. black BR. 1 BA House Barn
now & tan. Great for protection mostly
MSU, available
Crop
Land
Phone 519-6871 or (270) $350. (731)642-3960
$142,000 PH (270) 753362-2174
AKC Registered Saint Ber- 5693 or (931) 206-3361.
nard puppies, will be 6
360
weeks old 03-27-2003
Storage Rentals
$300.00 each 759-2484
Homes For Sale
CKC Registered PomenaCREEKVIEW STORAGE
man
Puppies
3
males
520-540 On Center Drive
$275 00 each (270)474- 1 1/2 Story. 5 BR. Frame
Behind Tom's Grille
2743 ask for Jamie.
House. Gilbert & 3rd
759-4081
PEG'S Dog Grooming
Hazel,
KY.
Street.
CREEKVIEW STORAGEM-F 753-2915
$18.000 489-2174, 489$20-$40 On Center Drive
390
2363
Behind Tom's Grille
Uvestock & Supplies
759-4081
3 bedroom, 2 full bath,
MURRAY Store and Lock
contemporary home, 2 car
BREEDING
age,
presently has units availagarage next to golf course
ble 753-2905 or 753- 300-pound mixed gilt
753-2135
Call
or
best
offer.
$100
7536
753-7478 after 4pm
ROLLS of hay for sale. 3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600
sq. ft on 2 wooded acres,
Call 436-5390
quiet setting, North of Murray, 10x20 Front Porch,
Ii SILE t NITS
WAII,A011:
12x12 deck. 753-4690.
Classifieds
Leave Message.
270-753-1916
7:33-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

EOVAL HOUSING
OPPOOTUNtiv

glee %lee* it21

CONTRACTING

767-9036

An Equal Housing Opportunity Facility with rental
assistance ay ailable to qualified applicants 62 and older.

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Hazel 492-8688
Purr ear 247-3086
SHUPE Nurseries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia, KY
(270) 328-8488
SPRING is almost here'
I will mow and trim your
lawn Give me a call at
753-2762

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
WANTED
Yards to Mow.
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
If interested Call
753-8101
Rabbits for sale
560
Free Column
FREE Bird Dog puppy
489-2238

Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

his or her feelings. Learn to not lose your
temper. An even response will get the
type of results you might desire.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* Keep aiming for what you
want. What might seem like a dream to
you might not be for someone else. Share
ideas. Brainstorm with others. You'll like
what comes up. Don't allow a child's
tantrum to impact you in the least.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Take off your rose-colored
glasses. Think in terms of gains and
growth. Don't let an associate's mood get
the best of you. A stronger sense of
direction helps you clear the air. Go for
what you want, but be realistic.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
March 12, 2003:
Think about and mull over ideas before
you leap in one direction or another.
Plenty of thought draws the type of reaction you want. If you're not comfortable
making a decision, don't. Others often
push you much harder than you like. Be
sensitive to your many options this year.
You will be unusually successful professionally through August Your social life
soars after September. If single, you're
likely to meet someone special in the fall.
If attached, your love life will heat up
during the fall. Make the most of the
moment. CANCER tends to be extremely loving.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Do your best dealing with othThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll ers in your immediate circle. Your sense
4-Positive; of direction helps you understand what
Have
5-Dynamic;
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
might be going on with a loved one.
Don't lose your temper, or you could feel
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
a bit out of sorts Let your imagination
**** Your fire energy takes you in a flow. Tonight: Reach out.
new direction. Be careful when dealing SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
with someone close. You discover that *** Be careful about acting out and
many other options can occur if you open spending funds you don't really have.
up to new ideas. Flow with the moment, You might be confused about your choicstaying loose and easy. You gain a lot by. es within this immediate situation. If
just being yourself. Tonight: \leg out.
you're not sure of yourself, the best thing
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
to do is nothing. Associates might be full
***** You might want to think of ideas. Tonight: Play along with anothbefore you leap'. Consider your options er's wishes.
with care about a child or loved one. Be CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
more imaginative at work. A boss comes **** You could lose your temper
up with many different ideas. What you when you least expect it. You might be
consider to be a primary option might no uncomfortable. Be careful about finanlonger be best.
cial decisions; you could make a bad
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
choice right now What seems like a
***** As you see a change in the good idea could be less than great.
near future, you will want to make Tonight Defer to a loved one.
adjustments Your financial status could AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
be subject to startling variations because ***** Use your creativity. Think in
of your career in the next few years. Start terms of fun and greater acceptance in
thinking about what you really want to the long run, as long as you don't sabotage yourself. Suppressing anger might
happen. Tonight: A must show.
not oe good, but neither would blowing
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** Your vision could change consid- your top. What would be the midpoint?
erably with your mood. When someone Tonight: Work away stress.
loses his or her temper, hold back. How PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
you present yourself might have a lot to **** Welcome changes in the near
do with the results. Allow your magnet- future. A friend presses to have more of
ism to speak. Clearly, others are drawn to what he or she wants. Though you have
you. Tonight. Ask, and expect to receive. many ideas and thoughts, you might not
choose to share them with those around
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Take your time with present efforts. you. Follow through on what is imporHow y6u feel could change considerably tant. Tonight: Be playful Be fun.
once you see how a co-worker expresses

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY • "Sleep-Depraved in
the Midwest" complained that she
and her husband quarreled because
he would wake her at 3 or 4 in the
morning demanding sex, even
though she had to get up for work
by 7 a m If she refused, he would
give her the silent treatment. You
advised marriage counseling.
I recently divorced a man who
had the same habit. I think you
missed something in her letter. She
mentioned that her husband is
unemployed
My ex was also unemployed for
most of our marriage. She's the
breadwinner, as was 1.1 suspect there
is a connection between the two. It
may be a control issue. I believe my
ex's demands for sex at odd hours had
a lot to do with his feeling he needed
to show me that he was in control in
some area ofour lives.
"Sleep-Deprived" needs to get
that issue addressed before her
marriage is affected any further.
BEEN THERE,DONE THAT,
AND GLAD I'M OUT IN N.Y

By Peter H. Gott, ME).

PETER
DEAR DR. GOTT I read in your
column that using hydrogen peroxide
GOTT, M.D.
is a way of cleaning the ears of wax.
So I tried it. It works, but has side
effects. -Within a week I suffered from
a painful ear infection Now I've wised
up. It's better to put up with the wax
than to have an infection Please notify your readers of this.
DEAR READER: The human ear
other women who suffer from the uricanal is composed of three portions
the external ear canal, the middle ear nary incontinence that I have had for
(which contains the mechanism of several years. My main problem is an
hearing) and the inner ear (that hous- inability to empty my bladder comes the organ of balance and other pletely By accident. I discovered that
if I stand up to urinate (in the shower,
nerves)
The external ear canal, which pro- for example), I can empty very well.
duces cerumen ("wax"), is separated So now I stand for several seconds
from the middle ear chamber by the before relieving myself — or sit down,
urinate, then stand up before sitting
tympanic membrane ("ear drum")
Therefore, it is virtually impossible for again to finish the process
My urologist confirms that my bladinfection in one region to spread to
the other; cleaning out cerumen ordi- der may be "kinked" when I sit, so
narily does not affect the middle ear there is some medical justification for
— although the process can, of my discovery. At night. I do a "double
void." After my initial urination stops.
course, irritate the tympanic memI walk across the room and back.
brane.
DEAR B.T., D.T. AND GLAD:
Then I can do more.
Putting a half a capful of peroxide
You may be right. However, not
into the ear canal will not infect the
DEAR READER: Several women everyone viewed the problem as
middle ear (unless there is a hole in
written me describing similar you did. Read on:
have
the eardrum). Middle ear infections
to overcome incontinence.
techniques
are caused by microorganisms that
in such women, the bladApparently,
DEAR ABBY: Instead of comenter the chamber from internal
in the sitting posi- plaining, that woman should count
blocked
is
der-neck
sources, through the Eustachian tube
tion, which prevents complete empty(the vent that pops during pressure ing. Thanks for sharing your observa- her blessings. I have learned to
accept my husband for the way he
changes. such as those connected tions
is, and not for what I think he
diving)
underwater
or
flying
with
you related information, I should be. I, too, work a traditional
give
To
I believe that your peroxide therapy am sending you a copy of my Health
have an agreement
bore no relation whatsoever to your Report "Bladder/Urinary Infections." schedule. We
us. There are times
for
works
that
such
middle ear infection. Ordinarily,
Other readers who would like a copy
down with me until
therapy is totally devoid of complica- should send a long, self-addressed, when he will lie
he gets up and
then
—
asleep
fall
I
to
Nonetheless,
effects.
tions and side
envelope and $2 to reads or works on his hobbies until
stamped
be on the safe side, you should run
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
bed. I urge that wife
this by your family physician who OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title. he is ready for
and comfortable
healthy
a
find
to
for
you
check
least,
should at the very
compromise. If she does, her mara perforated eardrum.
riage will be better for it.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm writing in
Copyright 2003 Newspaper Enterpnse Assn
LARK WITH AN OWL
hopes that my experience may help
IN CALIFORNIA
For Lunch?

What's for Breakfast?

www.Murra

DEAR D.L.: I like the way
you think.

DEAR ABBY: Good God, Maude!
She should plan on going to bed an
hour early! Fix a gourrnet snack to
eat in bed. Pour two drinks Drag
him into the bedroom and show him
the kind of time the two of them
had on their honeymoon. After he
drops dead from the shock, she can
sleep undisturbed forever after.
BRUCE IN FLORIDA
DEAR BRUCE:Thank you for
adding the male perspective.

DEAR ABBY: Many years ago,
my spouse also woke me on a
regular basis. I adore him, but I
need at least 61/2 hours of uninterrupted sleep a night. Since these
occasions revved my metabolic
rate, making sleep afterward
impossible, I engaged him in
recalling every detail related to
President Nixon — his dog's name,
Watergate, his personal habits, his
lovely wife, Pat, their daughters
and their weddings, etc.
My poor darling was so tired, he
slept through the following night.
Each time I was awakened, I made
sure we talked about Nixon
For some reason, he almost never
wakes me now. It's worth a try.
A SISTER IN SEATTLE
DEAR SISTER: Water torture
would be kinder.
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YOU DON'T HAVE A
LOT GOING ON, DO
YOU, GARFIELD?
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50 years ago

A Fourth Monday Mule Day
Celebration is being planned with
Murray Rescue Squad and The
Ledger & Times as sponsors. Galen
Gough, once billed as the worlds
strongest man, will appear.
Neville Preston Perry has been
appointed as acting postmaster at
Hazel.
Airman Third Class Frank Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Wilson. is now stationed at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Today is Tuesday. March 11, the
70th day of 2003. There are 295
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 11. 1942. as Japanese
forces continued to advance in the
Pacific during World War II, Gen.
Douglas MacArthur left the Philippines for Australia, vowing: "I shall
return." (He kept that promise
nearly three years later.)
On this date:
In 1810, Emperor Napoleon of
France was married by proxy to
Archduchess Marie Louise of Austria.
In 1861, the Confederate convention- --in-- - Montgomery; Ata-;
adopted a constitution.
In 1965. the Rev. James J. Reeh.
a white minister from Boston, died
after being beaten by whites during
civil rights disturbances in Selma.
Ala.
In 1985. Mikhail S. Gorbachev
was chosen to succeed the late Soviet President Konstantin U. Chernenko.
Five years ago: The International
Astronomical Union issued an alert.
saying a mile-wide asteroid could
zip very close to Earth on Oct. 26,
2028. possibly colliding with it.
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Polio Vaccine was held March 9 at
Calloway County Health Department. A total of 13,285 doses of the
vaccine has been administered to
Calloway County residents.
Lusanne Lilly, Frank Rickman.
Pattye Ward, Charles Byers. Ann
Dunn and Frankie E. McNutt, all of
Murray, were among 23 students
having a 4.0 average for the fall semester at Murfay State College.
Charles Dugger, boatswain's
mate third class. USN. is serving
aboard the amphibious flagship
USS Mount McKinley operating
with the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean.
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40 years ago
A make-up clinic for Sabin Oral

TODAY IN HISTORY

West took South's queen with the
king and returned a heart, East's nine

38 Feedbag
morsel
39 Regard as
40 Just a
handful
41 Family doc
42 Norse king
44 Smidgens
47 Not soughtafter
51 Rustic
lodgings
52 Baseball stats
53 Bottle top
54 Lennon's
Yoko —
55 Bowling alley
part
56 Wood
choppers
57 Parent's order

ACROSS
1 Good
disguise
4 Recoil
8 Partition
12 Gobbled up
13 Mouse target?
14 Chocolate
cookie
15 Mesh
16 Bored (3 wds )
18 Steal the
scene
20 Heckle
21 Worldwide org
22 June honoree
23 Author
— Dtnesen
27 Poker stake
29 Zero
30 Eagle nest
31 Raised railway
32 Old soldier
33 "Ben- —"
34 Computer
dept.
35 Seaweed
37 Old cloth

POUR BETTER car VVC)FISEAED

were married recently at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Calloway Lakers lost to Hickman
County Falcons. High scorer for
Calloway was James Wells

forcing the ace. When declarer next
led the king of clubs, East won with
the ace and cashed two hearts and a
diamond.
When the diamond was cashed,
South — holding the K-J-10 of
spades and queen of clubs -- was
squeezed in front of West, who at this
point had the A-Q-9 of spades and
Jack of clubs. After South discarded
a spade and West a club, East's spade
return gave his partner the rest of the
tricks.
So South scored only one trick,
the ace of hearts, and went down six
— 1,100 points in those days —
One year ago: Two columns of
again! The experts never did find out light soared skyward from Ground
about Goldschmidt.
Zero in New York as a temporary
memorial to the victims of the Sept.
Tomorrow: As ye sow so shall ye reap
II attacks. At the White House,
C2003 King Features Syndicate Inc
President Bush unveiled a commemorative stamp to raise money to
CROSSWORDS
help Sept. II victims "get their lives
hack in order."
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411

East

North

Pass
Pass
Dble
1 NT
Pass
Opening lead — four of diamonds.
You run into all kinds of bidding
methods when you play in tournaments. Players may use any system
or convention they want to, provided
it can be quickly explained. Pnvate
understandings are taboo, Just as in
rubber bndge. It is normal for a pair
to announce that they play conventions such as Jacoby Transfers or
negative doubles, or systems like
Kaplan-Shemwold or the Precision
Club.
Many years ago, two well-known
experts were playing in a national
pair championship when they
encountered a pair who said they
were playing "Golcischmidt." This

!

I NEVER REALizeo Haw
___1

High School Cheerleaders who won
first place in district competition.
They are Denise Hook, Jan Shuffett,
Sheila McCuiston, Lynn Hewitt.
Jan Purdom and Trina Nicks. Beth
Broach was the cheerleader spon-

sor. The photo was by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Linda Hill and Joe Pat Hutson

By The Associated Press

VA Q 8
•Q 106
•K Q 105
The bidding:
PLEASE,CALM
DOWN WE'RE
WORN
, ON IT

Li OAGWOOD,
WE COULD
IN MD,READING E3,/
CANDLELIGHT( JUS7 /1„,()SE, ALL,'NE
000 IN TNE
HOW IT WAS
200 YEARS AGO/ RECR16ERATORI

WHEN
(HAD MEREDITH THAT
BEING A MOTHER
WOULD BE A LOT OF

30 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray

was a new one to the experts. Their
opponents started to explain the convention, but the experts suggested
that they wait until the situation to
which Goldschrnidt applied actually
arose.
On the first of the two deals they
played, the opponents overbid a trifle, got doubled and went down four
vulnerable — 1,100 points! On the
next deal, the one shown, they
wound up in one notrump doubled.
East won the opening diamond
lead with the king and returned the
three. West cashed his A-J and continued with the five. East won with
the seven and shifted to the jack of
hearts, not bothering to cash his fifth
diamond at this point.

SOUTH
•K J 10

IC:).•411LY CC)1V1ICS

LovEy, I KNEW

In a recent study produced by
"Cost of Living Index," Murray was
ranked as the ninth-cheapest community to live in the United States.
according to Steve Zea, executive
director of Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
,Fire destroyed the home of.the
Ray Murdock family on Rayburn
Road, south of Lynn Grove, on
March 9.
Mr. and Mrs Lilburn (Blackie)
Shemwell will be married 50 years
March 13.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy White, Feb. 4.
a girl to Barbara and Wesley Mayo,
Feb. II
20 years ago
Members of the Industrial Arts
Club of Calloway County High
School are currently constructing
glass-top end tables to donate to
LifeHouse Care Center for Women,
according to Dan Butler, co-director
of the center.
In the opening game of the First
Regional High School Girls Basketball Tournament aat Mayfield, Murray Lady Tigers lost to Symsonia.
High team scorers were Monica
Greene for Murray and Becky
Rhew for Symsonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story will
be married 50 years March 13.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DEAR ABBY: I'm glad you sug- Neither side vulnerable.
gested counseling. I hope it works.
NORTH
My husband and I have been
+87542
married 10 years. We were both
•64 3
married before to partners who
•9
49 7 6 3
didn't think sex was important
EAST
WEST
When one of us is in the mood,
3
6
9
Q
A
•
the other one doesn't just oblige, but
•J 10 9 5
races to the bedroom and lets the •K 7 2
•K 8 7 3 2
romantic one "get us in the mood." •A J 5 4
4bA 4 2
+J8

Kaw oil the50 _monti5 online right now! 4*-Pagliai's The Big Apple Los Polities Martha's r.
1 -"
"
The Bull Pen Tom's Grille Mr Gatti's & &rloin Stockade'

NO 3-uMPING )

Ironically, I am usually the one who
wakes my husband at 3 a.m
A suggestion I aught offer to the
wife Why not seduce him earlier in
the evening, so that by 3 a.m. he's
sound asleep and not waking you?
DI. IN OREGON

South dealer.

enus.corn

Murray's only online menu source.
Over 3,5,000 hits, and growing daily.
Thanks To All Our Visitors!

viviAN,

LOOKING BACN
10 years ago

DEAR LARK: I agree, the key
is compromise.
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Rock Hall of Fame opens doors
to Clash, Police, Costello,
AC/DC and Righteous Brothers
NEW YORK (Al') — rhe annual Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
induction ceremony featured the
spirit of 1970s British punk, some
anti-war sentiments and probably
the loudest noise ever heard at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
In what's often the case at the
glittery ceremony. the honor also
brought together a long-estranged
group, in this case the Police.
The British trio played publicl,y
Monday for the first time in 18
years. singing the reggae-tinged
"Roxanne." the obsessive hit.
"Every Breath You Take" and
"Message in a Bottle."
"I'd like to make it very clear that
there is absolutely no ego in our
band whatsoever," guitarist Andy
Summers joked.
Ego splintered the band in the
mid-1980s. And it hasn't chilled with
time: singer Sting said -Stewart
Copeland grumbled about the song
selection for the reunion because
there wasn't enough drumming in

them.
They were inducted by No Doubt
singer Gwen Stefani, who praised
their "fruit salad" of sound. Stefani
showed a picture of herself as a
chubby 13-year-old. getting a backstage autograph from Sting.
Hopes for another big reunion
were dashed when Joe Strummer,
lead singer of the Clash, died on
Dec. 22.
The surviving members were
saluted by guitarist the Edge of U2
and Tom Morello of Audioslave,
who both recalled being awed by a
Clash concert when they were
teenagers.
The Clash, whose original lineup
broke up shortly after recording
"Should I Stay or Should 1 Go'?,"
burned bright and fast.
A third potential reunion, of Elvis
Costello and his longtime backing
trio. the Attractions. was scuttled by
had blood. Costello currently tours
with two of its members. but has
long feuded with bass player Bruce

Thomas.
Handed his trophy, Thomas said,
"thanks for the memories. That's it,"
and walked off stage and out the
door. Costello marked his departure
with a lewd gesture.
Costello and his new band played
their adrenalized anthem, "Pump it
Up," and a medley of his own,
"Deep, Dark Truthful Mirror" with
the Smokey Robinson hit, "You
Really Got a Hold on Me." They
also played "(What's So Funny
'Bout)
Peace,
Love
and
Understanding."
Australian hard rockers &C/DC
made the staid Waldorf Astoria paint
peel with thunderous versions of
"Highway to Hell" and "You Shook
Me All Night Long," the latter
joined by Aerosmith lead singer
Steven Tyler.
Singer Billy Joel inducted Bobby
Hatfield and Bill Medley — the
Righteous Brothers, whose smooth
hits "You've Lost That Lovin'
Feelin" and "(You're My)Soul and

AP Pholc,

SHAKIN' ALL NIGHT LONG ... Brian Johnson, lead singer of AC/DC, left, performs with Steven
Tyler of Aerosmith after AC/DC was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame at the 18th annual induction ceremony at New York's Waldorf Astoria Hotel, Monday.
Inspiration- graced radio in the mid- white people can actually be soulful. hallilinners. Spector is now charged
1960s.
This was a life-changing idea. It with murder after an actress' body
"Sometimes people with blue changed my life."
was found at his suburban Los
eyes transcended the limitations of
The Righteous Brothers were Angeles home on Feb. 3.
what their color and culture can disciples of legendary producer Phil
Highlights of the ceremony will
actually be," Joel said. "Sometimes Spector, usually a fixture at the rock be shown on VH1 on March 16.

LEARNING ABOUT TOWN AND GOWN ... Pictured from left
are Dr. F. King Alexander, MSU president, Constance
Alexander. president of INTEX Communications, and Sally
Hopkins. president Union Planters Bank-Murray branch,
discussing the Town and Gown project.

Town & Gown
mission discussed

AT SOME POINT, ANYTHING THIS COMPLICATED
IS BOUND TO NEED A SPECIALIST.

A recent Town and Gown breakfast was hosted by Murray State
t 'niversity at the Regional Special Events Center.
Founding members of the group and other business leaders of the
community attended the breakfast as Dr. King Alexander, MSU president, and Mark Manning. president of the Murray- Calloway
Economic Development Corporation, discussed the program's mission that is designed to foster growth and progress with the business
community of Murray and Murray State University.
Through this program, business members will be able to interact
with the University in various ways that include participating in
forums. )erving on an advisory committee or focus group on
Town/Gown issues, and providing guidance and suggestions to
Alexander and the University's administrative council. In addition.
Town and Gown members will be able to take advantage of other
benefits that include membership in a president's breakfast club and
listings in publications for students and faculty.
For more information on the Town and Gown Partnership, contact
Marian Posey' at 270-762-4415 or marian.poseyOmurraystate.edu.

Commuters key for Kentucky
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) -- ern Kentucky's Cincinnati suburbs.
Kentucky gets more commuting
"The big urban centers supply
workers from bordering states than the jobs," said Crouch, whose
it exports. new figures from the agency: jointly analyzed the data
2000 census show.
with the Workforce Development
-We're now actually an importer Cabinet. "They may live in the subof labor." said Ron Crouch, execu- urban counties, but they work in the
tive director of the Kentucky State urban counties."
Data Center at the University of
For example, a quarter of the
Louisville.
people who worked in Jefferson
Figures showed that 115.460 County — nearly 101,000 — lived
people commuted from a neighbor- elsewhere, according to the data. In
ing state to a job site in Kentucky in Fayette County, the total was 49.544
the week preceding the 2000 — 29.6 percent of all workers in the
Census. That was 5.251 more than county.
the number of Kentuckians who
Crouch said the figures were
commuted to jobs in neighboring indicative of a trend that bodes well
states.
for the Southeast, the fastest-growOf workers who lived out of ing region of the United States.
state, more than 46.000 were in
"Even if we're in something of
Indiana. Over half of the out-com- an. economic downturn, the
muting Kentuckians — 59.100 — Southeast -is really the best place to
went to Ohio. especially from north- *live now." Crouch said.

The human heart beats around 100.000

Sooner or later, anything this

times a day, sending over 2.000

complex is going to break down.

gallons of blood coursing through a

And when it does, you're going to

network of vessels 60,000 miles long.

need a specialist.

Each kidney contains almost one

At Murray-Calloway County Hospital,

million microscopic filtering units.

we have all kinds of specialists: Heart and

Our brain is more complex than the

cancer specialists, diabetes specialists.

most powerful computer. Our eyes can

neurology and gastroenterology specialists,

take in more information than the largest telescope.

sleep disorders and chronic wounds specialists.

In one square inch of our hand, we have nine feet

So no matter what your medical problem is,

of blood vessels, 600 pain sensors, 9.000 nerve

come see us. Because there's one more thing we

endings. 36 heat sensors and 75 pressure sensors.

specialize in: Making people well again.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
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and read this!
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Taking healthcare new places.

The Murray Insurance Agency
has the farm owners insurance policy for you!
We also provide insurance for:
•Automobiles
• Health
• Homeowners
• Life
• Commercial
• Longterm Care
• Workers Compensation • Disability Income
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• Bonds
• Medicare Supplements
753-4751
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